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W e investigate two problems dealing with bilingual texts, namely, cross-
lingual information retrieval (CLIR) and bilingual term association mining. 
Both problems involve resolving ambiguity and uncertainty. 
W e have developed a generic cross-lingual retrieval framework which ex-
ploits contexts for query translation. Both query contexts and document con-
texts are considered in the query translation process. Co-occurrence statistics 
from different granularity of passages are considered. W e employ query term 
weighting scheme to reflect the relative importance of each query term based 
on corpus statistics to handle short queries. Extensive experiments have 
been conducted on a large-scale parallel corpus enabling comparative studies 
for English-to-Chinese cross-lingual retrieval as well as Chinese-to-English 
cross-lingual retrieval. The experimental results show that considering con-
texts and query term weighting help improve the query translation quality 
for information retrieval tasks. W e also investigate cross-lingual retrieval 
of automated summaries which are generated via an automatic summariza-
tion method known as M E A D . Similar behaviors are observed for summary 
retrieval. 
For bilingual term association mining, co-occurrence statistics and prob-
ability theory are used to discover bilingual term associations. W e use Web 
ii .. 
online news to discover comparable multi-lingual news automatically. Event 
detection is used to analyze the news content. News belonging to the same 
event is grouped together to form event clusters. The discovered comparable 
news is then used to generate multi-lingual term cognates. A text mining 
algorithm based on statistical analysis of co-occurrence has been developed 
for mining multi-lingual term associations from the term cognates. For peo-
ple names and geographical location names, a phonetic matching algorithm 
has been developed to find term associations based on pronunciation. W e 
have demonstrated our approach on English and Chinese bilingual online 
Web news. The experimental results show that our approaches can discover 
Chinese-to-English term associations effectively. 
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With the rapid development and the global nature of the Internet technolo-
gies, a great deal of text documents are presented in multiple languages. Peo-
ple from different places can browse and retrieve multi-lingual information 
easily. To allow people obtaining useful information in different languages, 
language barriers must be overcome. 
W e investigate two problems dealing with bilingual texts, namely, cross-
lingual information retrieval (CLIR) and bilingual term association mining. 
Both problems involve resolving ambiguity and uncertainty. W e propose a 
principled way to tackle these issues. To resolve ambiguity, we design a co-
occurrence statistics model which attempts to capture contextual information 
barriers in texts. To handle uncertainty, we make use of probability theory. 
In the following sections, we will give an introduction on CLIR and bilin-
gual term association mining. Then we will discuss our contributions and 
the organization of this thesis. 
1 .’ 
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1.1 Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval (CLIR) 
In cross-lingual information retrieval system, documents to be retrieved are 
presented in one language while the query is in another language. Existing 
Web retrieval systems [1, 5] provide advanced search features to allow users 
specifying the search words in one language and the documents are returned 
in another language. However, some retrieved documents are irrelevant. De-
veloping advanced cross-lingual information retrieval technique is necessary. 
The problem of CLIR is usually tackled by either query translation or doc-
ument translation. As full document translation for large corpus is costly and 
inefficient, research has concentrated on query translation. There are several 
prevailing approaches in CLIR based on query translation, namely, machine 
translation (MT) systems [4], corpus-based methods [30], and dictionary-
based methods [17, 16, 7, 32 . 
M T systems are usually simple to use and user friendly. Source query 
can be translated into the target language automatically. Techniques, such 
as syntactic analysis, are developed to solve the translation ambiguity. Con-
structing M T systems requires a lot of resources. Wide domain knowledge 
and specific syntactic tools are necessary. However, obtaining these resources 
are very costly. Due to their static nature, newly invented terms cannot be 
handled leading to degradation for their flexibility. Besides, to obtain high 
quality translation result, users need to provide the source query in gram-
matically correct sentences in natural language. 
In corpus-based methods, bilingual terminology are derived from bilin-
gual parallel or comparable corpora. Query is translated based on the derived 
terminology. High quality result can be generated if the parallel corpora are 
2 .. 
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large enough and in high quality. However, high quality parallel corpora are 
not easy to obtain. Pre-processing, such as document alignment or sentence 
alignment, is necessary to be conducted manually or semi-automatically be-
fore they can be used. In addition, their domains are quite limited. 
Dictionary-based query translation is often an easier way to implement. 
Its basic resource can be as simple as only a bilingual machine readable dic-
tionary. With the availability of electronic resources on the Internet, machine 
readable bilingual dictionaries are widely accessible. Dictionaries in different 
language pairs can be found on the Internet easily. They are simple to use 
and easy to control the translation modes (e.g., word-by-word, phrase). 
In spite of the above advantages, there are several problems for dictionary-
based approach. One of the issues associated with dictionary-based method 
is to resolve the translation ambiguity. Replacing source query terms with all 
of their translation candidates in the dictionary always produce ambiguity 
in the formation of the target language query. Ballesteros et al. showed 
that this simple method can only obtain half of the mono-lingual retrieval 
performance [6]. Previous work [7, 15, 16] showed that context in query helps 
select the best translation during query translation. 
After Brown et al. proposed a statistical model in machine translation 
10], people have begun to extensively explore statistical approach for han-
dling bilingual texts. Retrieval systems are no longer restricted to handling 
text in particular languages. Existing works [7’ 40, 12, 30, 15] also indicate 
that statistical approach in cross-lingual information retrieval, especially the 
ones employing co-occurrence statistics and probability, have good retrieval 
effectiveness. 
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In this thesis, we propose a context-based cross-lingual information re-
trieval model [24]. This model is generic capable of dealing different lan-
guage pairs. W e make use of bilingual machine readable dictionary for query 
translation. Different from previous work, our model not just considers the 
context in query but also the context in documents. Contexts are captured 
by co-occurrence statistics from different granularity of passages. W e also 
investigate a query term weighting scheme to handle queries which are short. 
As a short query can only give scarce information during query translation, 
ordinary query translation method may not be suitable. The query term 
weighting scheme reflects the relative importance of each term in the query 
based on corpus statistics. Besides, we also investigate the cross-lingual re-
trieval of automated generic summaries. Automatic summarization has been 
proposed to alleviate information overload problem. In our framework, we 
use automated summaries for document surrogates for indexing. This sum-
mary indexing approach has been proposed in [36] for mono-lingual retrieval. 
However, we investigate cross-lingual retrieval settings instead of traditional 
mono-lingual retrieval. 
We have implemented our model for two different cross-lingual settings, 
namely, retrieving Chinese documents from English queries (English-to-Chinese 
retrieval) as well as retrieving English documents from Chinese queries (Chinese-
to-English retrieval). Extensive experiments have been conducted on a large-
scale parallel corpus enabling comparative studies for mono-lingual and cross-
lingual retrieval performance of full-length documents as well as automated 
summaries. 
4 .. 
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1.2 Bilingual Term Association Mining 
Many existing works dealing with cross-language documents make use of 
bilingual lexicons. In these systems, fixed lexicons are very common to be 
used throughout the process. However, only those terms exist in the lexi-
cons can be handled. They cannot handle newly invented or unseen terms 
effectively. This degrades the flexibility. One promising approach for solv-
ing this problem is to discover multi-lingual term associations or translations 
automatically. 
Using parallel corpora to discover multi-lingual term associations has been 
shown to be useful [21, 39). Text alignment techniques together with high 
quality parallel corpora are necessary. Term associations across two lan-
guages can be found by using co-occurrence statistics of the parallel corpora. 
Though good performance can be achieved, the unavailability of large and 
high quality parallel corpora hinders its usage. Comparable corpora become 
another choice. Work has been proposed to find the relation of comparable 
corpora across the languages [34’ 13，42). Texts in the corpora are aligned in 
document or sentence level. Then term associations are found by using these 
alignment pairs. • 
Based on the multi-lingual nature of the Web, comparable corpora in 
different domains can be obtained easily. Online news from different W e b 
sites provide a large amount of up-to-date and multi-lingual texts. Recent 
work [13, 42] has shown the feasibility of using online news as comparable 
corpora to discover multi-lingual term associations. W e investigate the use 
of daily news available on the W e b to discover bilingual term association. In 
this thesis, we propose a model to discover comparable multi-lingual W e b 
5 
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news automatically [26, 19]. Event detection technique is used to analyze 
the news content. News with the same event is grouped together to form 
clusters. In each cluster, multi-lingual news from different sources can be 
regarded as comparable news. The discovered comparable news is then used 
to generate multi-lingual term cognates. A text mining algorithm based 
on statistical analysis of co-occurrence is developed for mining multi-lingual 
term associations from the term cognates based on co-occurrence. For people 
names and geographical location names, a phonetic matching algorithm is 
developed to find term associations and possible term translations based on 
pronunciation. Our approach is adaptive and is able to cope with new or 
unknown terms. 
The discovered term associations can be used in a variety of tasks that 
require processing of cross-language documents. W e have implemented our 
approach for English and Chinese language pair and generated bilingual term 
associations. It is easy to apply our approach to other language pairs and 
produce other cross-language term associations. 
1.3 Our Contributions 
1.3.1 CLIR 
We develop a context-based generic cross-lingual information retrieval model 
which can deal with different language pairs [24]. Our model considers con-
texts in query translation process based on co-occurrence statistic. Con-
texts in the query as well as in the documents are investigated. Query term 
weighting which can reflecting the relative importance of each query term is 
6 .. 
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employed to handle short query. 
W e make use of co-occurrence statistic to retrieve cross-lingual docu-
ments. Contexts are considered during query translation. In previous studies 
7，16], only context in the query is considered. However, our model considers 
contexts in both the query and the documents. Besides, our model can deal 
with short query efficiently by using a query term weighting scheme. This 
method is derived from the one described in [22]. W e employ it in cross-
lingual setting instead of mono-lingual setting. W e use this model to retrieve 
full-length documents and automatic summaries. Cross-lingual summary re-
trieval has not been previously investigated. W e have conducted extensive 
experiments on comparing the retrieval performance of summaries and full-
length documents. 
1.3.2 Bilingual Term Association Mining 
In our bilingual term association mining algorithm, co-occurrence statistics 
and probability theory are used to discover bilingual term association. With 
the availability of resources on the Internet, we make use of online news from 
the Web to discover comparable multi-lingual news automatically. Event 
detection technique is used. The discovered comparable news are then used 
for generating multi-lingual term cognates. A text mining algorithm based 
on statistical analysis of co-occurrence is developed for mining cross-language 
term associations and translations from the term cognates. For people names 
and geographical location names, we use a phonetic matching algorithm to 
find term translations based on pronunciation. 
7 .. 
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1.4 Thesis Organization 
The remaining parts of this thesis are organized as follows. Chapter 2 
presents related work on CLIR and bilingual term association mining. W e 
will compare our approach with the existing approaches. Chapter 3 and 
Chapter 4 discuss our approach for CLIR. In Chapter 3, a context-based 
CLIR approach is presented. Chapter 4 presents the experiments. Chap-
ter 5 to Chapter 8 discuss our approach in bilingual term association mining. 
Chapter 6 provides a description on discovering comparable multi-lingual on-
line news. Chapter 7 describes the technique we employed in bilingual term 
association mining. In Chapter 8, we present a phonetic matching algorithm 
to deal with named entities. Chapter 9 presents the experiments. In the last 




This chapter is divided into two sections, namely, CLIR techniques and bilin-
gual term association mining techniques. In each section, we describe existing 
methods and the differences between our model and existing approaches. 
2.1 CLIR Techniques 
2.1.1 Existing Approaches 
In 1990, Brown et al. proposed a statistical approach in machine translation 
10]. Their model makes use of the translation probability p{T\S) to measure 
how likely a sentence S in the source language is translated as a sentence T 
in the target language. Some approaches based on their idea have been 
proposed. For example, Nie et al. proposed a probabilistic translation model 
based on parallel texts to solve CLIR problem [30]. Parallel texts extracted 
from bilingual Web sites are automatically aligned at sentence level. Then 
a probability model is used to find the translation of the source query. The 
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core of this model is the translation probability p{t\S). It is the probability 
of having the word t of the target language in the translation of the source 
sentence S. The higher the probability p{t\S), the more likely of t to appear 
in the translation of S. 
Probabilistic translation model is not restricted to the use of parallel texts 
as resource, other resources such as a machine readable dictionary is widely 
employed. Kwok et al. developed a model based on automatic dictionary 
lookup in finding the translation [23]. Candidate translations are disam-
biguated by the retrieval corpus term statistics. The hypothesis is that the 
larger the term's occurrence in a corpus, the higher the probability that the 
term is a good translation. Top n most frequent terms are chosen to be the 
translations. 
Hedlund et al. built a dictionary-based extendible query translation sys-
tem, UTCLIR, for cross-lingual information retrieval [18]. Their model fo-
cuses on utilizing unified principles for processing compound words, proper 
names, phrases, and structuring of the target language queries. Morphologi-
cal normalizers, dictionaries, and stop word lists are used together with the 
U T C L I R system to translate source query. 
Lehtokangas and Airio conducted experiments in transitive translation 
on several European languages [27]. Queries are translated into the language 
of the document collection through an intermediate language. All the trans-
lation equivalents found in the electronic dictionaries of a source query are 
accepted in the target query. 
Some works use both machine readable dictionary and parallel corpora 
as resources for query translation. Resnik et al. proposed techniques for 
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combining evidence from dictionary-based and corpus-based translation lex-
icons [35]. They ranked the translation terms of the dictionary-based lexicon 
based on target language unigram statistics, which is calculated over a large 
comparable corpus. The corpus-based lexicon is obtained by parallel docu-
ments from the Web. The extracted parallel documents are then aligned. An 
ordered set of translation pairs are obtained by treating each alignment link 
between words as a co-occurrence and scoring each word pair according to the 
likelihood ratio. Backoff translation model is used to improve cross-lingual 
retrieval performance. 
The above approaches show that the use of co-occurrence statistics in 
cross-lingual information retrieval can achieve good retrieval performance. 
Later studies show that context information is significant and can be used 
as a clue during query translation. Therefore, some recent methods use both 
context information and co-occurrence statistics in their models. 
For example, Ballesteros and Croft developed a technique based on co-
occurrence statistics and context information for reducing ambiguity in query 
translation [7]. In their model, source query terms are tagged with part-of-
speech tags. All term translations with the same part-of-speech of the source 
term are selected as the translation candidates. The co-occurrence measure of 
two translations of the source query terms within a text window is measured 
by a metric. Translations of each query term are then ranked according to 
the metric scores. Those with high rank are selected to form the target query. 
Microsoft Research Asia developed a cross-lingual retrieval method based 
on the cohesion of translation words [16]. Best word translations of the query 
terms are selected if they co-occur most often with all other translation words 
11 .. 
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in the target documents. Later, they extend their co-occurrence model by 
adding a decaying factor [15]. This decaying factor decreases the mutual 
information exponentially when the distances between terms increase. Their 
intuition is that closer terms have stronger relationships. Queries are then 
translated according to this co-occurrence model. 
B B N also developed a probabilistic cross-lingual retrieval system [40 . 
Their system uses a generative model to estimate the probability that a 
document in one language is relevant given a query in another language. 
The relevance of a document is determined by calculating the translation 
probabilities from terms in documents to terms in the query. 
Lavrenko et al. proposed a formal model of cross-lingual information 
retrieval by measuring how target documents in the collection are related 
to the given query in another language [25]. Instead of translating neither 
the query nor the target documents, they construct a relevance model in the 
target language, and use that model to rank the documents in the collection. 
In Federico and Bertoldi's proposed model [12], CLIR is done by a query-
translation model and a query-document model. Based on the Hidden Markov 
Model (HMM), the query-translation model generates term-by-term trans-
lations. Bilingual dictionaries and query context with fixed window size are 
involved. O n the other hand, the query-document model makes use of the 
Language Model to evaluate the likelihood of each document and translation. 
The scores generated by the two models are then integrated to find the N 
most probable translations of the query. This method of using query context 
with fixed window size in query translation reduce its flexibility. In addition, 
due to the complexity of the statistical calculation, it cannot deal with the 
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situation when the resource is inadequate. 
2.1.2 Difference Between Our Model and Existing Ap-
proaches 
There are several differences between the existing approaches and our pro-
posed method. One difference is that these existing approaches only consider 
context of the query but not the context of the documents to be retrieved. 
In contrast, we consider contexts in both the query and the corpus. Another 
characteristic of our approach is that the context is modeled by co-occurrence 
statistics from different granularity of passages during query translation. The 
third characteristic of our approach is that our approach can handle short 
query effectively. To achieve this, we incorporate our approach with a so-
phisticated query term weighting scheme to reflect the relative importance 
based on corpus statistics. 
2.2 Bilingual Term Association Mining Tech-
niques 
2.2.1 Existing Approaches 
Using Parallel or Comparable Corpora 
Previous studies [14, 21] have been that using parallel corpora can generate 
high quality sentence and word alignments. Many methods were proposed to 
use large parallel corpora to discover term associations and translations. For 
example, automatic sentence alignment is employed for processing a parallel 
13 
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corpus in [39]. An algorithm is developed for calculating the term translation 
probability based on term co-occurrence found in aligned sentence pairs. 
However, these approaches require the availability of extremely high quality 
parallel document collections. These algorithms are undesirable when such 
resources are not available. 
Due to the unavailability and limitation of high quality parallel text re-
sources, there has been considerable work on using comparable corpora to 
discover bilingual or even multi-lingual term associations and translations. 
Rapp used a statistical method to identify word translations from unrelated 
English and German corpora [34]. This model assumes that there is a corre-
lation between the co-occurrences of words in corpora of different languages. 
By using the target language corpus, a co-occurrence matrix with rows being 
all word types occurring in the corpus and columns being all target words 
appearing in the base lexicon is first computed. Then a co-occurrence vector 
for the word is found by the source language corpus. All known words in the 
vector are translated by the base lexicon and unknown words are discarded. 
The vector is then re-sorted. Similarity computation to all vectors in the 
co-occurrence matrix is performed. The translation of the source language 
word is determined by the vector with the highest similarity. 
Pantel and Lin developed a word-for-word glossing algorithm that requires 
only a source language corpus [31]. In order to translate a word, a set of 
similar words occurring in the same context of a large corpus is identified. 
The similar word set is then used to select translation candidates. However, 
their algorithm is not adaptive for new terms. 
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Using Web Documents 
Some methods try to extract text resources from the Web. Lin et al. worked 
on mining term associations from W e b documents for classification purpose 
28]. This approach mainly extracts representative keywords for document 
classification. Brin also presented a technique which exploit the duality be-
tween sets of patterns and relations to extract patterns and relations from 
the World Wide Web [9]. This method allows particular information, such 
as restaurant lists, titles and authors of books to be extracted. However, the 
above two methods can only deal with a single language. 
Later, Nie et al. proposed a technique for mining parallel documents 
and sentences from parallel Web sites [30]. They noticed that parallel Web 
document is usually linked to the corresponding version in another language. 
The anchor text often indicates the language of the linked text. Based on 
this idea, they used search engines to find those Web sites with parallel doc-
uments. The extracted documents are then paired up by a heuristic method. 
Sentences in the parallel documents are aligned by studying the H T M L struc-
ture. A probability model is developed to discover term translations for the 
aligned sentences. The discovered term translations can augment existing 
bilingual lexicons. 
Apart from existing parallel W e b documents, online text resources, espe-
cially online news, are also used to form comparable texts. Fung proposed 
a method, known as Convec, to extract bilingual lexicon from non-parallel 
corpora [13]. Web newspapers in both English and Chinese are used as in-
put. This model uses information retrieval technique to extract the context 
of unknown words in the source language and treats term as queries. It then 
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looks at the contexts of all candidate translations in the target language in 
order to find the translation that best matches the query. The translations or 
translation candidates for new words are then used to augment the dictionary 
so as to improve the quality of their machine translation system. 
Mining parallel sentences from a bilingual comparable news collection was 
proposed in [42]. Sentences from a bilingual news collection are aligned based 
on an alignment model. Their model makes use of iterative E M algorithm 
to calculate the translation probabilities of sentences. For non-translation 
probabilities, statistical approximation techniques are proposed to estimate 
the sentence length distribution. The aligned parallel sentence-pairs are then 
used to train word alignment models. The above approaches use W e b docu-
ments to explore new sources of parallel documents and parallel sentences. 
Based upon the idea of using Web document as resources, an attempt 
for mining term translation from Web anchor texts has been investigated 
in [29]. They discovered that anchor texts linking to the same pages may 
contain terms with similar semantics, and that some of them may be written 
in different languages. Therefore, a candidate term has a higher chance 
of being effectively translated if it is written in the target language and 
frequently co-occurs with the source query term. These terms are firstly 
extracted and put into an anchor-text set of the source query terms. Then 
a probabilistic inference model is used to discover term associations and 
translations. Despite the fact that this approach is restricted to discover 
those terms appeared in the anchor texts, the coverage of the discovered 
term associations and translations are not broad enough. 
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2.2.2 Difference Between Our Model and Existing Ap-
proaches 
Our model has several advantages over existing ones. Existing models usu-
ally use parallel corpora to discover multi-lingual term associations. Instead, 
our model uses comparable online news collected automatically to discover 
term associations. Term co-occurrence statistics of the comparable news and 
probability theory are used to discovery bilingual term associations. Some 
existing works [13, 42] also use online news to find comparable multi-lingual 
corpora. Nevertheless, the news they use is static and the source is restricted 
to only one news agency or certain period of time and location. Besides, the 
bilingual terms discovered by our model are related based on the semantics 
of events. W e also design a phonetic matching algorithm to find term as-
sociations and translations for named entities. This method has not been 





In this chapter, we present in details for our CLIR model [24]. Description on 
cross-lingual query processing and translation are presented in Section 3.1. 
In Section 3.2, document retrieval and automatic summary generation are 
described. 
3.1 Cross-Lingual Query Processing and Trans-
lation 
In cross-lingual retrieval settings, queries are expressed in query language. 
The goal is to retrieve relevant documents written in target language. W e aim 
at developing a generic cross-lingual retrieval approach which can work for 
different language pairs. This objective implies that the approach should rely 
on easily available resources. To this end, our approach first conducts a cross-
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lingual query translation which attempts to produce a query representation 
expressed in the target language. Once this target query is generated, it will 
be used for retrieving the documents in target language. 
Our cross-lingual query translation model consists of two major compo-
nents. The first component is context-based query translation and the second 
component is query term weighting. For context-based query translation, we 
consider contexts in both the corpus and the query based on co-occurrence 
statistics from different granularity of passages. Our model only requires a 
bilingual lexicon and a target language corpus. Both kinds of resources are 
quite easy to obtain in many language pairs. The second component inves-
tigates a sophisticated term weighting scheme which attempts to reflect the 
relative importance of each query term based on corpus statistics. 
W e have implemented our model and conducted extensive experiments 
for two different cross-lingual settings. In the first setting, the source query 
language is English and the target language is Chinese (English-to-Chinese 
retrieval). The second setting is the other way around, namely, the source 
query language is Chinese and the target language is English (Chinese-to-
English retrieval). 
Our approach conducts query translation from query language into target 
language. The query Q in the query language is expressed as a sequence of 
query terms and their corresponding weights {qi, /i；...；如，/n) where qi is a 
query term and fi is its corresponding term weight. Standard information 
retrieval (IR) technique can be applied to obtain the weight. On top of using 
IR method, we also employ a technique for handling short queries. This short 
query processing is described in a later subsection. For each query term qi, 
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there is a set of translation terms, T] = {tn,. • • ,tim}, in the target language 
found in the bilingual dictionary. A sample of a Chinese-to-English bilingual 
dictionary provided by L D C is given in Figure 3.1.1 Multiple translations 
of a single query term generally have different meanings. For example, the 
Chinese term “行動” has several English translations, namely, "operation", 
"action", "to move" and "mobile" 2. Hence, noise will be introduced if all 
of the translation terms are used to form the target language query. Trans-
lation disambiguation technique should be used so as to select one or a few 
good translated term(s) to generate the target language query for conducting 
retrieval. 
3.1.1 Query Context and Document Context Genera-
tion 
Our query translation framework examines two kinds of contexts, namely, 
context of the query in the query language and context in the document col-
lection in the target language. The rationale of this disambiguation method 
is that correct translations of query terms tend to co-occur in a large target 
language corpus while incorrect translations would not. W e define the query 
context window size w as the number of previous neighboring terms and 
subsequent neighboring terms of a query term qi in the query. During the 
selection of the translations of a query term, the neighboring terms within 
the query context window size are considered. Figure 3.2 shows a query, “海 
iThe Chinese words in the Chinese-to-English bilingual dictionary provided by LDC is 
originally encoded in GB2312. We convert them into Big5 for usage. 
2The English translations are obtained from the Chinese-toEnglish bilingual dictio-
nary. 
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區 /restricted area/ 






行重力 /operation/action/to move/mobile/ 
行動的 /astir/ 











Figure 3.1: The Chinese-to-English bilingual dictionary provided by L D C 
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關檢獲冒牌货品” with query context window size equal to 1. During the 
selection of the translations of query term “冒牌”，the neighboring terms “檢 





^ V — ‘ ^ V ~ ^ — The neighboring 
term 
Query context window 
size equal to 1 
Figure 3.2: Illustration of query context window 
Apart from query context, our approach also consider contexts in docu-
ments. Document contexts are constructed by grouping sentences in a docu-
ment in the target language corpus. W e refer a group of sentences as a pas-
sage. Suppose a document contains a sequence of sentences (Si，S2,…,Sn) 
where Si is a particular sentence in the document. The number of sentences 
in a passage is referred to the passage size. Suppose the passage size is set 
to p. A document can be simply partitioned by grouping p consecutive sen-
tences together to form passages. Precisely, the passages can be represented 
by (Si,... , Sp), (Sp+1,.. • ，S2p), •..，(s„+i-p，... , s„). However, this method 
cannot detect the co-occurrence of terms that crosses a passage boundary. 
Therefore, we design another method to form the passages. First, the first 
P sentences in the document form the first passage. Then the second pas-
sage is formed by p sentences starting at the second sentence. By using 
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this technique, a set of passages is constructed. As a result, the passages 
can be represented by (si, • •. ，Sp), (s2, • • • ，Sp+i), •.. , (sn+i-p, • • • , The 
co-occurrence frequency can be calculated as the number of passages contain-
ing the terms divided by p. Figure 3.3 shows a sample document which is 
represented by a sequence of sentences. After using the above document par-
titioning method, the document in Figure 3.3 becomes the document shown 
in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5. 
3.1.2 Context-Based Query Translation 
Our context-based query translation algorithm is based on the idea that 
the more the translation co-occurs with the neighboring translations in the 
passage unit of the target corpus, the more likely of that translation being 
selected. Figure 3.6 shows the outline of the query translation algorithm. 
Suppose a query Q is expressed as a sequence of query terms (gi，…,Qn) 
in the query language. W e first retrieve a set of target translations T ] = 
.‘ {Ui, •.. ,tim} found in the bilingual dictionary for each query term qi. Con-
sider a particular query term qi. The context similarity 6(tij,Tk) of the 
translation Uj with all the translations T^ within the query context window 
size w is calculated. S(tij,Tk) is defined in Equation 3.1. 
6{Uj,Tk) = M^Xt,,eTMiij.tki) (3.1) 
where A{tij,tki) is the similarity between tij and tki. If Uj and tki co-occurs 
in the same passage unit, the formula of A(tij,tki) is given in Equation 3.2. 
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<?xml versions'1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?> 
<!DOCTyPE DOCSENT SYSTEM “../../../../../dtd/docsent.dtd" > 
<DOCSENT DID='D-19970701_001.e' D0CN0='1' LANG='ENG' CORR-DOC=‘D-19970701_001.C'> ^ 
<BODY> 
<HEADLINE><S PAR=“1“ RSNT="1" SN0="1"> Solemn ceremony marks Handover </S></HEADLINE> 
<TEXT> 
<S PAR=‘2‘ RSNT=‘1‘ SNO=‘2‘>A solemn, historic ceremony has marked the resumption of the ex 
ercise of sovereignty over Hong Kong by the People's Republic of China.</S> 
<S PAR='3' RSNT-'l' SN0='3'>His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales and the President of the 
People's Republic of China (PRC) HE Mr Jiang Zemin both spoke at the ceremony, which straddled 
midnight of June 30 and July 1.</S> 
<S PAR='4' RSNT=‘1‘ SNO=‘4‘>The ceremony was telecast live around the world.</S> 
<S PAR=‘5‘ RSNT=‘1‘ SN0='5'>The ceremony took place in the Grand Hall of the Hong Kong Conv 
ention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC) Extension and was attended by some 4,000 guests, includin 
g foreign ministers and dignitaries from more than 40 countries and international organisat 
ions, and about 400 of the world's media.</S> 
<S PAR=‘6‘ RSNT='1' SNO='6'>Principal representatives of both countries were seated on the 
central dais.</S> 
<s PAR=‘7‘ RSNT='1' SNO=‘7‘>Representing China were Mr Jiang; HE Mr Li Peng, Premier of the 
State Council of the PRC; HE Mr Qian Qichen, Vice Premier of the State Council of the PRC; Ge 
neral Zhang Wannian, Vice Chairman of the Central Military Commission of the PRC; and HE Mr 
Tung Chee Hwa, the Chief Executive of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) of 
the PRC.</S> 
<S PAR=‘8‘ RSNT=‘1‘ SNO=‘8‘>Representing Britain were HRH； the Rt Hon Tony Blair, Prime Min 
ister； the Rt Hon Robin Cook, Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs； Rt Hon 
Christopher Patten, Governor of Hong Kong； and General Sir Charles Guthrie, Chief of Defence 
Staff.</S> 
<S PAR=‘9‘ RSNT=‘1‘ SNO=‘9‘>Seated in three rows behind the principal representatives were 
more than 180 distinguished guests, including dignitaries from China and Britain and the princ 
ipal officials of the Hong Kong and HKSAR Governments.</S> 
<S PAR='10' RSNT=‘1‘ SNO='10'>More than 150 years of British administration over Hong Kong 
ended with the playing of the British National Anthem and the lowering just before midnight ye 
sterday (Monday) of the Hong Kong and Union flags.</S> 
<S PAR='11' RSNT=‘1‘ SNO='ll'>This was followed at the stroke of midnight by the playing of 
the Chinese National Anthem and the raising of the Chinese national flag and the flag of the 
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) within the first minute of the new day (Tues 
day).</S> 
<S PAR='12' RSNT=‘1‘ SNO=‘12‘>Guards of Honour from China and Britain - 36 from each country -
as well as Military Bands from both countries took part in the ceremony, which started at-a 
bout 11.40 pm and ended about 12.10 am.</S> 
<S PAR='13' RSNT=‘1‘ SN0='13'>Three Royal Hong Kong Police officers lowered the British Hong 
Kong flag, while another three, also from the Hong Kong Police, raised the SAR flag.</S> 
<S PAR='14' RSNT=‘1‘ SNO=‘14‘>Following the ceremony, Mr Qian bid farewell to HRH and Mr Pa 
tten at the HKCEC Extension before the two left for the Royal Yacht Britannia, for their depar 
ture from Hong Kong.</S> 
Figure 3.3: A sample document represented by a sequence of sentences. 
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<DOC> 
<DOCNO> 1 19970701_001.e 1 </DOCNO> 
<BODY> 
<TEXT> 
Solemn ceremony marks Handover 
</TEXT> </BODY> </DOC> 
<DOC> 
<DOCNO> 2 19970701_001.e 2 </DOCNO> 
<BODY> 
<TEXT> 
Solemn ceremony marks Handover 
A solemn, historic ceremony has marked the resumption of the exercise of sovereignty over Hong 
Kong by the People's Republic of China. 
</TEXT> </BODY> </DOC> 
<DOC> 
<DOCNO> 3 19970701-001.e 3 </DOCNO> 
<BODY> 
<TEXT> 
Solemn ceremony marks Handover 
A solemn, historic ceremony has marked the resumption of the exercise of sovereignty over Hong 
Kong by the People's Republic of China. 
His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales and the President of the People's Republic of China 
(PRC) HE Mr Jiang Zemin both spoke at the ceremony, which straddled midnight of June 30 and Ju 
ly 1. ‘ 
</TEXT> </BODY> </DOC> 
Figure 3.4: A sample document represented by a set of passages with passage 
size equals 3 (Part I) 
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<DOCNO> 4 19970701-001.e 4 </DOCNO> 
<BODY> 
<TEXT> 
A solemn, historic ceremony has marked the resumption of the exercise of sovereignty over Hong 
Kong by the 
People's Republic of China. 
His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales and the President of the People's Republic of China 
(PRC) HE Mr Jiang Zemin 
both spoke at the ceremony, which straddled midnight of June 30 and July 1. 
The ceremony was telecast live around the world. 
</TEXT> </BODY> </DOC> 
<DOC> 
<DOCNO> 5 19970701.001.6 5 </DOCNO> 
<BODY> 
<TEXT> 
His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales and the President of the People's Republic of China 
(PRC) HE Mr Jiang Zemin both spoke at the ceremony, which straddled midnight of June 30 and Ju 
ly 1. 
The ceremony was telecast live around the world. 
The ceremony took place in the Grand Hall of the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre 
(HKCEC) Extension and was attended by some 4,000 guests, including foreign ministers and dign 
itaries from more than 40 countries and international organisations, and about 400 of the wo 
rld's media. 
</TEXT> </BODY> </DOC> 
Figure 3.5: A sample document represented by a set of passages with passage 
size equals 3 (Part II) 
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where 
t^ij£corpus V U/ 
C in Equation 3.2 is a constant which is used to adjust the score Sij in the 
final weight and c{tij) in Equation 3.3 is the frequency of term Uj appeared 
in the same passage unit. If tij and tki do not co-occur in the same passage 
unit, A{tij,tki) is set to zero. 
1 For each query term qi (i=l to n) 
2 Retrieve the target language translations T] = {tn,... ,tim}： 
3 For each query term qi (i=l to n) 
4 For each translation tij (j=l to m) 
/* w is the query context window size */ 
5 Calculate S{tij, Tk) where k=i-w to i+w and i — k; 
6 Calculate the sum of6{tij,Tk) as the score, Sij; 
7 Rank Uj according to the scores Sij; 
Figure 3.6: Outline of the context-based query translation algorithm 
After the context similarity of each translation of the query term Qi is 
obtained, the score Sij, defined as the sum of 6{tij,Tk) for each translation, is 
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calculated. Then all the translations of qi are ranked according to their scores 
in descending order. If the context similarities of all translation candidates of 
the query term qi equal zero, each translation would be assigned to an equal 
score. Top N translation terms are selected to form the target language 
query. 
Figure 3.7 shows an example of the query translation algorithm. This 
example illustrates how the Chinese query “海關檢獲冒牌貨品” being 
translated into English query. All the English translations of each query 
term are found from a Chinese-to-English bilingual dictionary. Then all 
the translation terms go through Step 3 to Step 7 in Figure 3.6. English 
translation terms with weights are then generated. 
In order to investigate how the document context affects the translation 
disambiguation process, we examine different sizes of passage unit formed 
from the documents of the target corpus. This size is defined as the number 
of sentences grouped into a passage unit. 
3.1.3 Query Term Weighting 
It is quite common that queries provided by users are short. For example, a 
user may simple input "Chinese food" to the Web searcher so as to find out 
W e b pages related to Chinese food. Employing ordinary query processing 
for short queries may not be desirable. W e investigate a technique similar to 
short query handling from Kwok and Chan [22]. The main idea is to make use 
of corpus statistics of the source query terms to find the relative importance of 
each query term in the query language. Specifically, the collection frequency 
and the document frequency of source query terms in a source collection 
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m m _ 冒 牌 貸 品 
Query in source language 
Sfeps 1 and 2 
Retrieve the taiget language 
translation from a bilingual 
dictionary 
V  
海關 /customs/customhous e/customshous e/ 
醒 /sdze/ 
冒牌 /c ounterfdt/imp o ster/ 
貸品 /materials/matters/go o ds/ 
An rjiwy tnmglatinn tmnc 
Steps 3 to 7 
Calculate the score of each 
； query transktion teim and 
rank the translation terms 
^ ^ according to their scores 
海關 /customs 0.75/customhouse 
0.25/customshous eO.OO/ 
m i /seize 1.00/ 
冒牌 /counterfeit l.OQ/imposter 0.00/ 
货品 /materials 0.33/matters 0.33/goods 0.33/ 
^ 
Qvwiy tafliskLLans withwei^ fls 
Figure 3.7: Example of the context-based query translation algorithm with 
query window size set to 3 and passage size set to 3 
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are used to calculate suitable weights to the query terms. Suppose there 
is a query Q which is expressed as a sequence of query terms (qi,...，Qn). 
For each query term, qi, we calculate the document frequency, £>“ which is 
defined as the number of documents in a source corpus containing qi and the 
collection frequency, Ci, defined as the number of occurrence of the query 
term in a source corpus. The formula of the weight, fi, for the query term 
Qi is given in Equation 3.4. 
r — ^ I /q 4、 
B — Alog(max[6>,A]) . 
The term log(max[没，A]) slows down the growth of the weight U and 9 
is a parameter preventing terms with very low document frequencies from 
getting overly large weights. The source query becomes (gi, /i;. • •；如，/n). 
The source query shown in Figure 3.2 can be represented as (“海關” ,0.25; “檢 
獲，，，0.25; “冒牌，，，0.25; “貨品”,0.25). After employing short query weighting 
scheme, the source query becomes (“海關”,0.39; “檢獲”,0.17; “冒牌”,0.30; 
“貨品”,0.15). The relative importance of the terms “海關”and “冒牌” are 
reflected. 
3.1.4 Final Weight Calculation 
By combining the query term weighting scheme and the context-based query 
disambiguation technique, the final weight Wij of the translated query term 
tij is used to determine the relative importance of the terms in the target 
language query. This final weight is obtained by multiplying the normalized 
average term weight, fi/YTk=ih and the normalized score, Sijj YJk=\ ^ ik 
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of the translated query terms. Equation 3.5 shows the formula of the final 
weight Wij. 
Wij = r (3.5) 
Z^k=l Jk Z^A；二 1 〜k 
Figure 3.8 depicts the translation result of query “海關檢獲冒牌貨 
品”.The final weight of each translated term is calculated by Equation 3.5. 
<?xml version='1.0' ?> 
<! DOCTYPE QUERY SYSTEM '7export/ws01sunim/dtd/query.dtd"> 
<QUERY QID="Q-881-E" QNO="881" TRANSLATED:_• YES_• > 
<TITLE> 
materials 0.05 articles 0.05 goods 0.05 
customs 0.28 customhouse 0.09 customshouse 0.00 




Figure 3.8: A translated query 
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3.2 Retrieval on Documents and Automated 
Summaries 
The information retrieval (IR) technique used in our framework is a standard 
vector space model [38]. A query is translated into target language, expressed 
in a vector representation. Similar to mono-lingual settings, we employ an IR 
engine to index the target corpus. W e make some enhancements to a popular 
IR engine called S M A R T [37] and develop an engine called XSmart so that 
it can index and conduct retrieval on both English and Chinese documents. 
W e also investigate post-translation query expansion similar to pseudo-
relevance feedback. First, the translated query is fed to the IR engine. The 
system returns a ranked list of documents. Next, top M terms from top 
R retrieved documents are used to expand the query. Precisely, suppose 
there is a translated query A = {ai, cji;... ； o^，Ccv}, where is a translated 
query term and uji is its weight. After query expansion, A becomes A'= 
{a[,u[]... Each Uj is computed by adding the average term 
weight from top R retrieved documents to the original weight uj and then 
undergoing a normalization process. The expanded query A ‘ would then be 
used as the input for the IR engine to retrieve relevant documents. 
Automatic summarization has been proposed to alleviate information 
overload problem. An interesting question is to see how useful are summaries 
for information retrieval task. In particular, we use automatic summaries for 
document surrogates for indexing. This summary indexing approach was 
also proposed in [36]. However, we investigate cross-lingual retrieval settings 
instead of traditional mono-lingual retrieval. 
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The automatic summarizer used in our experiments is M E A D [33]. M E A D 
extracts sentences according to features that characterize the suitability of 
the sentences for a generic summary. Currently, the features used are, 
namely, the position of the sentence, the similarity to the first sentence, 
and the similarity to the cluster centroid. One characteristic of M E A D is 
that it can deal with Chinese documents and generate Chinese summaries. 
Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 show a sample of full-length document. The 
compression ratio of the summary is defined as the number of sentence in 
the summary divided by the number of sentence in the original full-length 
document. M E A D makes use of the features of the full-length document and 
generates the document summary by extracting sentences from the docu-
ment. The extracted sentences will form a summary extract and a document 
summary as shown in Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 respectively. 
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<?xml version="1.0"?> 
< ！DOCTYPE DOCUMENT SYSTEM "../.•/../../.• /dtd/document.dtd._> 
<DOCUMENT DID="D-19970701_001.e" D0CN0="1" LANG="ENG" CORR-DOC="D-19970701_001.c"> 
<BODY> 
〈HEADLINE〉 
Solemn ceremony marks Handover 
</HEADLINE〉 
<TEXT> 
A solemn, historic ceremony has marked the resumption of the exercise of sovereignty over Hong 
Kong by the People's Republic of China. 
His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales and the President of the People‘s Republic of China 
(PRC) HE Mr Jiang Zemin both spoke at the ceremony, which straddled midnight of June 30 and Ju 
ly 1. 
The ceremony was telecast live around the world. 
The ceremony took place in the Grand Hall of the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre 
(HKCEC) Extension and was attended by some 4,000 guests, including foreign ministers and dign 
itaries from more than 40 countries and international organisations, and about 400 of the wo 
rld's media. 
Principal representatives of both countries were seated on the central dais. 
Representing China were Mr Jiang； HE Mr Li Peng, Premier of the State Council of the PRC; HE 
Mr Qian Qichen, Vice Premier of the State Council of the PRC; General Zhang Wannian, Vice Ch 
airman of the Central Military Commission of the PRC; and HE Mr Tung Chee Hwa, the Chief Exec 
utive of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) of the PRC. 
Representing Britain were HRH; the Rt Hon Tony Blair, Prime Minister； the Rt Hon Robin Cook, 
Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs; Rt Hon Christopher Patten, Governor 
of Hong Kong； and General Sir Charles Guthrie, Chief of Defence Staff. 
Seated in three rows behind the principal representatives were more than 180 distinguished 
guests, including dignitaries from China and Britain and the principal officials of the Hong K 
ong and HKSAR Governments. 
More than 150 years of British administration over Hong Kong ended with the playing of the 
British National Anthem and the lowering just before midnight yesterday (Monday) of the Hong K 
ong and Union flags. 
This was followed at the stroke of midnight by the playing of the Chinese National Anthem and 
the raising of the Chinese national flag and the flag of the Hong Kong Special Administrative 
Region (HKSAR) within the first minute of the new day (Tuesday). 
Guards of Honour from China and Britain - 36 from each country - as well as Military Bands 
from both countries took part in the ceremony, which started at about 11.40 pm and ended about 
12.10 am. ‘ 
Three Royal Hong Kong Police officers lowered the British Hong Kong flag, while another three, 
also from the Hong Kong Police, raised the SAR flag. 
Figure 3.9: A sample of full-length document (Part I) 
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Following the ceremony, Mr Qian bid farewell to HRH and Mr Patten at the HKCEC Extension be 
fore the two left for the 
Royal Y 
acht Britannia, for their departure from Hong Kong. 
Order of Ceremony 
Entry of Guards of Honour Entry of Officiating Parties Salute by Guards of Honour Speech by 
His Royal Highness The 
Prince of 
Wales Entry of Flag Parties British National Anthem Lowering of Union and Hong Kong Flags 
Chinese National Anthem Raising of Chinese and Hong Kong Special Administrative Region 
Flags Departure of Flag 
Parties 
Speech by President of the People's Republic of China, Mr Jiang Zemin Departure of Officiating 
Parties 
Departure of Guards of Honour 
</TEXT> </BODY> </DOCUMENT> 
Figure 3.10: A sample of full-length document (Part II) 
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<！DOCTYPE EXTRACT SYSTEM "/project/proj_15/yylaw/MEAD/MEAD_RUN/dtd/extract.dtd"> 
<EXTRACT QID="suin" COMPRESSION-"30" SYSTEM="/project/proj_15/yylaw/MEAD/MEAD_RUN/prograins/h 
kmead.pl Centroid 1 Position 1 Length 9" LANG="ENG"> 
<S 0RDER="1" DID="D-19970701_001.e" SN0="5" /> 
<S 0RDER="2" DID="D-19970701_001.e" SN0="7» /> 
<S 0RDER="3" DID="D-19970701_001.e" SN0="8" /> 
<S 0RDER="4" DID="D-19970701_001.e" SN0="11" /> 
<S 0RDER="5" DID="D-19970701一OOl.e" SN0="16" /> 
</EXTRACT〉 
Figure 3.11: A sample of summary extract with compression ratio equal to 
30% 
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<?xml version?1.0' ?> 
<!DOCTYPE DOCUMENT SYSTEM '/project/proj_15/yylaw/MEAD/MEAD_RUN/dtd/docuinent.dtd'> 
〈DOCUMENT DID='D-19970701_001.e' LANG='ENG' > 
<EXTRACTION-INFO SYSTEM:"/project/proj一15/yylaw/MEAD/MEAD一RUN/programs/hkmead.pl Centroid 1 
Position 1 Length 9" RUN=",_ COMPRESSION?'30" QID二"D-19970701J)01 .e" > 
<BODY> 
<TEXT> 
The ceremony took place in the Grand Hall of the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre 
(HKCEC) Extension and was attended by some 4,000 guests, including foreign ministers and dign 
itaries from more than 40 countries and international organisations, and about 400 of the wo 
rld's media. 
Representing China were Mr Jiang； HE Mr Li Peng, Premier of the State Council of the PRC； HE 
Mr Qian Qichen, Vice Premier of the State Council of the PRC; General Zhang Wannian, Vice Ch 
airman of the Central Military Commission of the PRC; and HE Mr Tung Chee Hwa, the Chief Exec 
utive of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) of the PRC. 
Representing Britain were HRH; the Rt Hon Tony Blair, Prime Minister； the Rt Hon Robin Cook, 
Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs； Rt Hon Christopher Patten, Governor 
of Hong Kong; and General Sir Charles Guthrie, Chief of Defence Staff. 
This was followed at the stroke of midnight by the playing of the Chinese National Anthem and 
the raising of the Chinese national flag and the flag of the Hong Kong Special Administrative 
Region (HKSAR) within the first minute of the new day (Tuesday). 
Entry of Guards of Honour Entry of Officiating Parties Salute by Guards of Honour Speech by 
His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales Entry of Flag Parties British National Anthem Lowering 
of Union and Hong Kong Flags Chinese National Anthem 
Raising of Chinese and Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Flags Departure of Flag Parties 
Speech by President of the People's Republic of China, Mr Jiang Zemin Departure of Officiating 









Experiments on Cross-Lingual 
Information Retrieval 
This chapter presents the experiments on cross-lingual information retrieval. 
Section 4.1 describes the experimental setup. Section 4.2 presents the exper-
imental results of English-to-Chinese retrieval while Section 4.3 presents the 
results of Chinese-to-English retrieval. 
4.1 Experimental Setup 
The Hong Kong News parallel corpus is used in our experiments. This cor-
pus is originally collected by the Information Services Department of Hong 
Kong Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China. It 
is distributed by the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) for research pur-
poses. It contains 18,146 aligned pairs of parallel documents in English and 
Chinese from July 1, 1997 to April 30th, 2000. The contents are mainly 
government announcements, descriptions of local events, and news related 
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to the public or government. An aligned pair of document from The Hong 
Kong News parallel corpus is shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. Note that 
our context-based cross-lingual retrieval approach does not require a parallel 
corpus. The parallel corpus just allows us to conduct comparative evaluation 
and supports cross-lingual retrieval in either direction. 
<?xml version：：'1.0' encoding-'UTF-8'?> 
<!DOCTYPE DOCSENT SYSTEM "../../../../../dtd/docsent.dtd" > 
<DOCSENT DID='D-20000430_007.e' DOCNO='18147' LANG='ENG' CORR-DOC='D-20000430_008.C'> 
<BODY> 
<HEADLINE><S PAR="1" RSNT="1" SN0="1"> Timely campaign to rid mosquitoes </S></HEADLINE〉 
<TEXT> 
<S PAR=‘2‘ RSNT=‘1‘ SNO=‘2‘>More than 2,700 mosquito breeding places were eliminated during a 
territory wide anti-mosquito campaign organised by the Food and Environmental Hygiene Depar 
tment (FEHD).</S> 
<S PAR=‘3‘ RSNT=‘1‘ SNO=‘3‘>A FEHD spokesman said today (April 30), "Our pest control officers 
made about 2,000 visits to building/vacant sites in the month of April, during which 79 sum 
monses were served and 1,482 verbal warnings given to those who allowed mosquitoes to breed in 
their premises."</S> 
<S PAR=‘4‘ RSNT=‘1‘ SNO=‘4‘>The campaign, launched in early April, aimed to eliminate mosquito 
breeding spots, enhance public awareness of mosquito nuisance and educate the public on proper 
preventive measures.</S> 
<S PAR=‘5‘ RSNT=‘1‘ SNO=‘5‘>"During inspections to mosquito breeding places, immediate elim 
ination action was taken by our officers once a breeding spot was located, either by applying 
larvicidal oil or removing stagnant water to weed out larvae,“ the spokesman said.</S> 
<S PAR=‘6‘ RSNT=‘1‘ SN0='6'>Leaflets on mosquito preventive measures were distributed to bu 
ilding contractors, mutual aid committees and owner corporations whereas posters were put up a 
t conspicuous places to draw public attention to the campaign.c/S〉 
<S PAR=‘7‘ RSNT=‘1‘ SN0='7'>Information on mosquito preventive measures can be obtained from 
"‘ the FEHD's homepage (address : http://www.fehd.gov.hk).</S> 
<S PAR=‘8‘ RSNT=‘1‘ SNO=‘8‘>The spokesman appealed to members of the public to carry out re 
gular checks of potential mosquito breeding places within their premises; remove stagnant wate 
r; cover water containers properly and clear choked chains.</S> 
<S PAR=‘9‘ RSNT=‘1‘ SN0='9'>"They are also encouraged to report mosquito breeding places or 
spots with stagnant water by calling the FEHD's hotline 2868 0000 or approach the nearest Env 
ironmental Hygiene district offices.</S> 
<S PAR='10' RSNT=‘1‘ SNO='10'>"Summonses will be issued to those who allow mosquitoes to breed 
in their premises.</S> 




Figure 4.1: A sample English document in the Hong Kong News parallel 
corpus. 
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<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<！DOCTYPE D O C S E N T S Y S T E M " / e x p o r t / w s O l s u m m / d t d / d o c s e n t . d t d " > 
<DOCSENT DID="D-20000430_009.c" DOCNO="18147" LANG="CHIN" CORR-DOC="D-20000430_007.e"> 
<BODY> 
<HEADLINE> 
<S PAR="1" RSNT="1" SN0="1">滅紋蓮動預防紋患</S> 
< / H E A D L I N E > 
< T E X T > 
<S PAR=.,2" RSNT="1" SN0="2"> 食物環境Ali芙p?t最近推行的全港滅坟蓮動中，清除超過二千t百個紋 
商滋生地點。</S> 
<S PAR=,,3,, RSNT="1" SN0=»3"> 該署發言人今日（四月三十日）說：「本署防治HHM職員於四月内前 
往全港各區的建築地盤及空置地盤，進行約二千次巡査，向那些肆意讓紋我在樓宇内滋生的人士，發出t十 
；^^傳票及作出一千四百八十二次口頭普告。J </s> 
<S PAR="4" RSNT="1" SN0="4__> 是次滅紋運動於四月初展開，旨在清除紋盘滋生黑點，提髙市民大纸對 
防止紋患的If覺性及教育他們正確的預防措施。</s> 
<S PAR="5" RSNT="1" SN0="5_,> 發言人纊說：「本署職員在進行巡査時，一旦發現紋蟲滋生地點，會即 
時噴射紋油或清除積水以消滅T子。」</s> 
<S PAR=,,6,. RSNT=,_1., SN0=__6"> 職員亦向建築承建商、互助委員會及大度業主立案法園派發防止蚊患的 
單張，並於當眼地方張贴海報，提醒市民預防紋患。</s> 
<S P A R = " 7 " R S N T = " 1 " S N 0 = " 7 " > 市民亦可在食物環境Aii芙p的網頁</S> 
<s par="8" rsnt="1" sno="8"> (h t t p ： //www . fehd. g o v . h k)取得有關防止紋患的 
資料。</s> 
<S PAR=,,9,_ RSNT="1" SN0="9"> 發言人呼額市民應經常檢査樓宇内滋生紋费的溫床，清除積水、蓋好貯 
水器皿及清理派塞渠道。</s> 
<S PAR=»10" RSNT=n" SNO="10"> 「他們如發現有岐教滋生或積水的地點，可致電食物環境Aii芙p的熱 
... 線電話二八六八〇〇〇〇，或聯絡鄰近的環境Aii托解猎镇Bo」</S> 





Figure 4.2: A sample Chinese document in the Hong Kong News parallel 
corpus. 
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As we conducted both English-to-Chinese and Chinese-to-English re-
trievals, both English and Chinese source queries are used. The queries were 
originated from English queries prepared by the LDC. They were manually 
translated to Chinese by native Chinese speakers. For each query, human 
relevance judgments for a small subset (i.e., 100) of documents in the corpus 
were obtained from LDC. A total of twenty queries for each source language 
are used. The average query length for English queries is four words. Sample 
queries are given in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. Appendix A provides a list of 
all original English queries used for English-to-Chinese cross-lingual retrieval. 
Appendix B provides a list of all Chinese queries manually translated from 
original English queries used for Chinese-to-English cross-lingual retrieval. 
<TOP> QID="Q-1014-E" QNO="1014" TRANSLATED="NO" 
Traffic Safety Enforcement 
Figure 4.3: A sample English query used for English-to-Chinese retrieval. 
<TOP> QID="Q-1014-C" QNO="1014" TRMSLATED="NO" 
實施交通安全 . 
Figure 4.4: A sample Chinese query used for Chinese-to-English retrieval. 
The Chinese-to-English bilingual dictionary used in our experiments was 
provided by LDC. Its size is about 3MB. Figure 3.1 illustrates some sample 
entries in this dictionary. The English-to-Chinese bilingual dictionary is de-
rived from the Chinese-to-English dictionary. The English phrases and words 
in the Chinese-to-English dictionary become indexes and the Chinese words 
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condemn publicly /鳴鼓而攻之/ 





condemned by heaven and earth /天誅地滅/ 
condemned cell /死囚室/ 
condensability /可壓縮性/可簡約性/ 
condensable / 可壓縮的 / 
condensance / 容抗 / 
condensate /冷凝物/冷凝液/固化物/凝析油/濃縮物丨 
condensation /冷凝/液化/凝縮/壓縮/縮合/ 
condensation compound /縮合物/ 
condensation point /冷iM黑占/凝黑占/ 
condensation polymer /縮聚物/ 
condensation polymerization /縮聚/ 
condensator / 冷凝器 / 
“ condense /充裕地/安樂地/刪汰/舒服地/稱心如意地/緊縮/凝聚/濃縮/ 
壓縮/縮合/縮寫/ 
condensed /抛要的/濃縮[凝結]的/濃縮的/ 
Figure 4.5: The English-to-Chinese bilingual dictionary derived from the 
Chinese-to-English dictionary 
Before the documents and queries are available for the retrieval, they 
are converted into a format accepted by XSmart. For the Chinese collection 
and queries, they are pre-processed by a Chinese word segmentation program. 
The word segmentation algorithm is based on the forward maximal matching 
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method. A Chinese lexicon is first prepared by extracting terms from the 
bilingual dictionary. The segmentation is conducted sentence by sentence. 
For each sentence, the lexicon is used to match the Chinese words in sentence. 
If the maximal words in the lexicon can match the words in the beginning of 
a sentence, a word boundary is inserted between the matched words and the 
remaining part of that sentence. Similar processing is done for the remaining 
words until the end of the sentence is reached. 
The Hong Kong parallel corpus is indexed with the mode "ntc" by XS-
mart. Specifically, the weight corresponding to "ntc" is given in Equation 4.1. 
Wi = I (4.1) 
where Wi is the weight of the document term i, fi is the frequency of the 
term i, D is the number of documents in the corpus and C is the collection 
frequency of term i. For the queries, they are indexed with the mode "nnc". 
Specifically, the weight corresponding to "nnc" is given in Equation 4.2. 
= • (4.2) 
where qi is the weight of the query term i. . 
W e have conducted experiments on two cross-lingual settings. The first 
setting is retrieving Chinese documents from English queries (English-to-
Chinese retrieval) while the second setting is retrieving English documents 
from Chinese queries (Chinese-to-English retrieval). For each cross-lingual 
setting, we have conducted two sets of experiment. The difference of these 
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two sets mainly lies in how the retrieval results are evaluated. The first 
set is to use mono-lingually retrieved documents as the gold standard for 
evaluation. The second set is to use human relevance judgments as the gold 
standard for evaluation. For each setting, query window size of 1 and 3 as 
well as passage size of 1 and 3 are investigated. As the average query length 
is around 4，it is not necessary to investigate all the query window size. 
The evaluation methodology of the retrieval performance using mono-
lingually retrieved documents as the gold standard is similar to the one dis-
cussed in [20]. This evaluation method requires the availability of a parallel 
corpus. It is based on a hypothesis that a good cross-lingual retrieval sys-
tem would retrieve similar documents as that of the mono-lingual retrieval. 
Suppose we wish to evaluate the performance of retrieving Chinese docu-
ments using English queries. First, English queries are used to retrieve a set 
of English documents in the corpus. Next, for each English document the 
corresponding Chinese document can be obtained from the parallel corpus. 
This set of Chinese documents are used as the gold standard to evaluate 
whether the retrieved Chinese documents are relevant or not. This method 
does not rely on the availability of human relevance judgments. Similar to 
20]，the number of mono-lingually retrieved document is 100 and the number 
of documents in cross-lingual retrieval is 400. 
The second set of experiment uses human relevance judgments as the gold 
standard for evaluation. As mentioned in the Section 4.1, human relevance 
judgments for 100 documents for each query are available. The number of 
documents retrieved for evaluation is 1,000. 
The performance is measured by the standard average non-interpolated 
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precision (average over all queries). When we attempt to compare two re-
trieval performances in a more rigorous manner, we also compute the p-value 
calculated from the statistical t-test. The confidence level used in the t-test 
is 90%. Hence if the p-value is larger than 1.3, it is regarded as statistically 
significant. 
4.2 Results of English-to-Chinese Retrieval 
In this cross-lingual setting, queries are expressed in English while the target 
documents are in Chinese. 
4.2.1 Using Mono-Lingual Retrieval as the Gold Stan-
dard 
Query Passage Without query term weighting With query term weighting 
window size No query Query No query Query 
size expansion expansion expansion expansion 
1 1 0.317 0.363 0.329 0.398 
1 3 0.345 0.403 0.352 0.435 
3 1 0.322 0.362 0.370 0.414. 
3 3 0.355 0.398 0.374 0.437 
Table 4.1: The average non-interpolated precisions of English-to-Chinese 
cross-lingual full-length document retrieval using mono-lingual retrieval as 
the gold standard. 
The average non-interpolated precisions on English-to-Chinese cross-lingual 
full-length document retrieval using mono-lingual retrieval as the gold stan-
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dard are presented in Table 4.1. Columns 3 and 4 correspond to the re-
trieval results produced by query translation without query term weighting. 
Columns 5 and 6 correspond to the results produced by query translation 
with query term weighting. 
The results indicate that higher precision values are always obtained when 
the passage size increases. For example, consider the results where the query 
translation is performed without query term weighting and with query ex-
pansion (described in Column 4). When the query window size is fixed to 
1, 11% of improvement is achieved as the passage size increases from 1 to 
3. The p-value of the t-test is 1.14 which is almost statistically significant. 
When the query window size is fixed to 3，10% of improvement is achieved 
as the passage size increases from 1 to 3. 
Besides, better retrieval performances are always achieved when query 
term weighting scheme is applied during the query translation process. For 
the case where the query window size and passage size are 3 and query 
expansion is applied, the precision value increases 19.4% when query term 
weighting is employed during query translation. The p-value of the t-test is 
1.68. This improvement is statistically significant. 
The best performance is achieved when the query window size and passage 
size are 3 and both query term weighting and query expansion are employed 
during query translation. The precision of it is 0.437. 
Figure 4.6 depicts a recall-precision graph of several English-to-Chinese 
cross-lingual retrievals using mono-lingual retrieval as the gold standard. W e 
also conducted manual translation of the English queries for comparative 
study. The retrieval performances of the two cross-lingual retrievals with 
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Figure 4.6: Recall-precision graph of English-to-Chinese cross-lingual full-
length document retrievals using mono-lingual retrieval as the gold standard. 
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both query window size and passage size are set to 3 always have higher 
precision averages when compared with the one with manual translation. 
When the interpolated recall level is greater than 0.1，the performance of the 
cross-lingual retrieval with query term weighting and passage size set to 1 
outperforms the cross-lingual retrieval with manual translation. 
Query Passage Without query term weighting With query term weighting 
window size No query Query No query Query 
size expansion expansion expansion expansion 
1 1 0.316 0.362 0.329 0.381 
1 3 0.339 0.407 0.342 0.408 
3 1 0.246 0.313 0.370 0.396 
3 3 0.351 0.412 0.365 0.406 
Table 4.2: The average non-interpolated precisions of English-to-Chinese 
cross-lingual M E A D summary retrieval using mono-lingual retrieval as the 
gold standard. The compression ratio of the summary is 30%. 
Table 4.2 is the English-to-Chinese cross-lingual retrieval performances of 
III 
M E A D summary retrieval. The compression ratio of the summary is 30%. 
The results indicate that higher precision values are always obtained when 
the passage size increases. Better retrieval performances are achieved when 
query term weighting scheme is applied during the query translation process. 
Compared with the retrieval performances with full-length document in Ta-
ble 4.1, similar retrieval behavior is observed. For the cases of query window 
size and passage size set to 1, the retrieval performances are more or less the 
same as the full-length document. For the cases of query window size and 
passage size set to 3，the retrieval performances are similar to that of the 
full-length document. The overall retrieval performance is also comparable 
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with the full-length document. 
4.2.2 Using Human Relevance Judgments as the Gold 
Standard 
Query Passage Without query term weighting With query term weighting 
window size No query Query No query Query 
size expansion expansion expansion expansion 
1 1 0.345 0.355 0.348 0.364 
1 3 0.401 0.427 0.407 0.447 
3 1 0.312 0.362 0.329 0.347 
3 3 0.409 0.430 0.408 0.446 
Table 4.3: The average non-interpolated precisions of English-to-Chinese 
cross-lingual full-length document retrieval using human relevance judgments 
as the gold standard. 
Table 4.3 depicts the summary of the average precisions on English-to-
"' Chinese cross-lingual full-length document retrieval using human relevance 
judgment as the gold standard. Columns 3 and 4 show the results produced 
by query translation without query term weighting while Columns 5 and 
6 show the results of query term weighting. Higher precision values are 
always obtained by increasing the passage size. Consider the situation where 
the query translation is performed without both query expansion and query 
term weighting (described in Column 3). When the query window size is 
fixed to 3, 31.1% improvement is achieved as the passage size increases from 
1 to 3. The p-value is 1.68 indicating that it is statistically significant. If the 
query window size is fixed to 1 and both query expansion and query term 
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weighting are employed, 22.8% improvement is achieved when the passage 
size increases from 1 to 3. The p-value is 1.69 indicating that it is statistically 
significant. The average interpolated precision of the retrieval with both 
query window size and passage size set to 3 and both query term weighting 
and query expansion employed is 0.446. It is higher than the precision value 
(i.e., 0.437) of the one with queries translated manually. 
Moreover, better retrieval performances are achieved when short query 
term weighting scheme is applied during query translation. For example, 
consider the situation when query window size is 1 and passage size is 3， 
the precision value has been increased for 5% when query term weighting 
is applied. W e achieved good performances when the passage size is 3 with 
query term weighting and query expansion. 
Without query expansion With query expansion 
mono-lingual retrieval 0.417 0.415 
human translation 0.379 0.437 
Table 4.4: The average non-interpolated precisions of mono-lingual full-
length document retrieval and English-to-Chinese cross-lingual retrieval of 
human translated queries. 
Table 4.4 shows some results for comparative investigation. The num-
ber of documents retrieved is the same as cross-lingual setting, i.e., 1,000. 
Mono-lingual retrieval refers to conducting mono-lingual retrieval of English 
documents using English queries. From the parallel corpus, the retrieved En-
glish documents can be directly mapped to Chinese documents for evaluation 
purpose. The average non-interpolated precisions without query expansion 
and with query expansion are 0.417 and 0.415 respectively. It can be ob-
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served that the best cross-lingual retrieval performance is about 106% of 
mono-lingual retrieval. For the cross-lingual retrieval with human translated 
queries, the average non-interpolated precisions without query expansion and 
with query expansion are 0.379 and 0.437 respectively. 
Figure 4.7 depicts a recall-precision graph of the retrieval performance 
of mono-lingual and English-to-Chinese cross-lingual retrievals of full-length 
documents using human relevance judgments as the gold standard. Per-
formances of mono-lingual retrieval and cross-lingual retrieval with manual 
translation always outperform the cross-lingual retrieval with passage size 
set to 1. However, when the passage size increases to 3, it generally achieves 
a higher precision average than the mono-lingual one. 
The experimental results of using both mono-lingual retrieval and human 
relevance judgments as the gold standards show that the contexts reflected 
from the passage and the query window for query translation help improve 
the retrieval performance. In addition, the query term weighting scheme 
improves the quality of short query translation. 
i> 
Query Passage Without query term weighting With query term weighting 
window size No query Query No query Query 
size expansion expansion expansion expansion 
1 1 0.347 0.356 0.350 0.367 
1 3 0.389 0.430 0.392 0.448 
3 1 0.227 0.279 0.336 0.337 
3 3 0.396 0.420 0.394 0.425 
Table 4.5: The average non-interpolated precisions of English-to-Chinese 
cross-lingual M E A D summary retrieval using mono-lingual retrieval as the 
gold standard. The compression ratio of the summary is 30%. 
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Figure 4.7: Recall-precision graph of the retrieval performance of mono-
lingual retrieval and English-to-Chinese cross-lingual retrievals using human 
relevance judgments the gold standard 
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Table 4.5 is the English-to-Chinese cross-lingual retrieval performances of 
M E A D summary. The compression ratio of the summary is 30%. The results 
indicate that higher precision values are always obtained when the passage 
size increases. Better retrieval performances are achieved also when query 
term weighting scheme is applied during the query translation process. By 
comparing the retrieval performances of full-length document in Table 4.3, 
similar retrieval behavior is observed. For the cases of query window size and 
passage size set to 1, the retrieval performances are more or less the same as 
the full-length document. Besides, the overall retrieval performance of the 
summary is also comparable with the full-length document. 
4.3 Results of Chinese-to-English Retrieval 
In this cross-lingual setting, queries are expressed in Chinese while the target 
documents are in English. 
4.3.1 Using Mono-lingual Retrieval as the Gold Stan-
dard 
The average non-interpolated precisions on Chinese-to-English cross-lingual 
full-length document retrieval using mono-lingual retrieval as the gold stan-
dard are presented in Table 4.6. The results indicate that higher precision 
values can be obtained when either the passage size or the query window 
size increases. For example, consider the results where the query translation 
is performed with query term weighting but without query expansion (de-
scribed in Column 5). W h e n the query window size is fixed to 1, 10.7% of 
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Query Passage Without query term weighting With query term weighting 
window size No query Query No query Query 
size expansion expansion expansion expansion 
1 1 0.249 0.278 0.262 0.263 
1 3 0.272 0.294 0.290 0.282 
3 1 0.293 0.312 0.308 0.324 
3 3 0.290 0.305 0.307 0.326 
Table 4.6: The average non-interpolated precisions of Chinese-to-English 
cross-lingual full-length document retrieval using mono-lingual retrieval as 
the gold standard. 
improvement is achieved as the passage size increases from 1 to 3. For the 
case when both query term weighting and query expansion are applied and 
passage size is 1, the precision value increases 23.2% as the query window size 
increases from 1 to 3. The p-value of the t-test is 1.65. This improvement is 
statistically significant. Moreover, better retrieval performances are obtained 
when query term weighting scheme is applied during the query translation 
process. When both query window size and passage size are set to 3 and 
query term weighting is employed, 6.9% improvement is achieved if query 
term weighting is employed during query translation. The best performance 
is achieved when the query window size and passage size are 3 and both query 
term weighting and query expansion are employed during query translation. 
The precision value is 0.326. 
Figure 4.8 depicts a recall-precision graph of several Chinese-to-English 
cross-lingual retrievals using mono-lingual retrieval as the gold standard. 
Manual translation of Chinese queries are conducted for comparative study. 
The retrieval performance of the cross-lingual with both query window size 
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Figure 4.8: Recall-precision graph of Chinese-to-English cross-lingual full-
length document retrievals using mono-lingual retrieval as the gold standard. 
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are set to 3 and both query term weighting and query expansion are employed 
almost outperforms the performances of the other 3 cross-lingual retrievals. 
When the interpolated recall level is greater than 0.3，the performance of 
this cross-lingual retrieval is even better than the performance of human 
translation. 
Query Passage Without query term weighting With query term weighting 
window size No query Query No query Query 
size expansion expansion expansion expansion 
1 1 0.250 0.264 0.258 0.264 
~ 1 3 0.270 0.292 0.283 0.286 
3 1 0.284 0.293 0.294 0.319 
3 3 0.284 0.292 0.295 0.322 
Table 4.7: The average non-interpolated precisions of Chinese-to-English 
cross-lingual M E A D summary retrieval using mono-lingual retrieval as the 
gold standard. The compression ratio of the summary is 30%. 
Table 4.7 is the Chinese-to-English cross-lingual retrieval performances of 
“ M E A D summary. The compression ratio is 30%. The results indicate higher 
precision values can be obtained when either the passage size or the query 
window size increases. Better retrieval performances are also obtained when 
query term weighting scheme is applied during the query translation process. 
The best performance is achieved when the query window size and passage 
size are 3 and both query term weighting and query expansion are employed 
during query translation. The overall retrieval performance is comparable 
with the result of full-length document which is depicted in Table 4.6. 
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4.3.2 Using Human Relevance Judgments as the Gold 
Standard 
Query Passage Without query term weighting With query term weighting 
window size No query Query No query Query 
size expansion expansion expansion expansion 
1 1 0.382 0.429 0.369 0.390 
1 3 0.410 0.454 0.397 0.415 
3 1 0.434 0.471 0.419 0.446 
3 3 0.429 0.458 0.412 0.457 
Table 4.8: The average non-interpolated precisions of Chinese-to-English 
cross-lingual full-length document retrieval using human relevance judgments 
as the gold standard. 
Table 4.8 is the summary of the average precisions on Chinese-to-English 
cross-lingual full-length document retrieval using human relevance judgments 
as the gold standard. Higher precision values are always obtained by increas-
ing the query window size. For example, when both query term weighting 
and query expansion are employed and the passage size is set to 1’ 14.4% 
improvement is achieved as the query window size increases from 1 to 3. The 
p-value is 1.36 indicating that it is statistically significant. The increase of 
passage size also helps improving the retrieval performance in some cases. 
Consider the case where the query translation is performed with query term 
weighting but without query expansion (described in Column 5). When the 
query window size is fixed to 1, 7.6% improvement is achieved as the passage 
size increases from 1 to 3. 
In this set of experiment, query term weighting seems cannot help to 
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improve the retrieval performances. It may due to the insufficiency of human 
relevance judgments. 
Without query expansion With query expansion 
mono-lingual retrieval 0.394 0.437 
human translation 0.417 0.415 
Table 4.9: The average non-interpolated precisions of mono-lingual full-
length document retrieval and Chinese-to-English cross-lingual retrieval of 
human translated queries. 
Table 4.9 shows some results for comparative investigation. The num-
ber of documents retrieved is the same as cross-lingual setting, i.e., 1,000. 
Mono-lingual retrieval of Chinese documents using Chinese queries. The av-
erage non-interpolated precisions without query expansion and with query 
expansion are 0.394 and 0.437. It can be observed that the best cross-
lingual retrieval performance is about 110% of the mono-lingual retrieval. 
For the cross-lingual retrieval with human translated queries, the average 
.„ non-interpolated precisions without query expansion and with query expan-
sion are 0.417 and 0.415 respectively. 
Figure 4.9 depicts a recall-precision graph of the retrieval performance 
of mono-lingual and Chinese-to-English cross-lingual retrievals of full-length 
documents using human relevance judgments as the gold standard. Per-
formances of the cross-lingual retrieval with both passage size and query 
window size are 3 always outperform the performances of the other cross-
lingual retrievals and the human translation. This cross-lingual retrieval also 
outperforms the mono-lingual retrieval except the interpolated recall value 
is between 0.32 and 0.5. 
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Figure 4.9: Recall-precision graph of Chinese-to-English cross-lingual full-
length document retrievals using human relevance judgments as the gold 
standard. 
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Query Passage Without query term weighting With query term weighting 
window size No query Query No query Query 
size expansion expansion expansion expansion 
1 1 0.326 0.333 0.316 0.323 
1 3 0.347 0.375 0.336 0.354 
3 1 0.369 0.360 0.350 0-381 
3 3 0.367 0.370 0.348 0.382 
Table 4.10: The average non-interpolated precisions of Chinese-to-English 
cross-lingual M E A D summary retrieval using human relevance judgments as 
the gold standard. The compression ratio of the summary is 30%. 
Table 4.10 is the Chinese-to-English retrieval performances of M E A D 
summary. The compression ratio of the summary is 30%. Higher precision 
values are always obtained by increasing the query window size. Comparing 
the retrieval performances with full-length document in Table 4.8, similar 





Multi-lingual Online News for 
Text Mining 
In this chapter, we go into the details of our algorithm on discovering compa-
rable multi-lingual online news. News story representation is first discussed. 
Then we present a gloss translation method which allows multi-lingual news 
to be translated into the same language representation. Finally, the tech-
niques used to discover comparable news are presented. • 
In our approach, news from different sources in two different languages, 
namely, English and Chinese, are collected. More information about the news 
used in our experiments is presented in Chapter 8. Our approach analyzes the 
content of news and automatically discovers comparable multi-lingual news. 
These news are typically related to a particular event. An event is a specific 
piece of incident or activity usually occurred in a short period of time. For 
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example, "A worm, reportedly called Slammer, halted Internet traffic over 
the weekend of January 26 2003 in some parts of the world" is a sample 
event. When a new event arises, different sources may release news stories 
reporting the same event. These news stories can be regarded as comparable 
news documents. If the sources release news in different languages, cross-
language comparable news reporting the same event can be collected. The 
usage of words or terms in these comparable news provide good clues on 
how terms in different languages are chosen to describe the same event. This 
provides a means to discover multi-lingual term associations and possible 
term translations. 
5.1 Story Representation 
Named entities play an important role in news stories. W e extract named 
entities, in particular, people names, geographical location names, and or-
ganization names automatically from the stories. A transformation-based 
linguistic tagger [8] for each language, one for English and one for Chinese, 
is employed to perform this named entity extraction task. These taggers can 
tag different kinds of named entities and part-of-speech information accord-
ing to a set of trained transformation rules. The training corpus contains 
manually assigned tags or annotations. 
Apart from named entities, we also employ information retrieval (IR) 
techniques to obtain content terms from the story content. Suppose S 
is a news story. The story representation comprises of four components, 
namely, people name component i?p(5), geographical location name compo-
nent Ri[S), organization name component BjjS), and content term compo-
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nent RjjS). Each component is represented by a set of weighted terms shown 
as follows: 
Rp{S) = {w{S,pi),w{S,p2),...) 
Ri{S) = {w{SJi),w{S,l2),---) 
凡 = S>i)，—S，02)’...） 
凡 ⑶ = MS;ci),7I;(S;C2)”..） 
where w(S,Pi), w{S, h), w{S, o^ ), and w{S,Ci) represent the weights of the 
corresponding people name pi, geographical location name k, organization 
name 0“ and content term q in the story S respectively. The word segmen-
tation technique employed for processing Chinese texts is based on a forward 
matching algorithm and a Chinese term lexicon. 
The weight of each term is determined by several factors. One factor is 
the term frequency defined as the number of occurrence of a term in the 
story. The term frequency is also adjusted by the relative location of the 
term inside the story. Another factor is the incremental document frequency. 
Precisely, we calculate the term weight using the following formulae: 
w{S,t) = f{S,t)I{t) . (5.1) 
侧 二 D l - 嶺 ） （5.2) 
where w{S, t) represents the weight of the term t in the story S\ f{S, t) rep-
resents the term frequency of the story term t in the story 5; I(t) represents 
the inverse document frequency of the term t\ Ki represents the sentence 
number of the i-th. appearance of the term t in the story S\ L[S) represents 
the total number of sentences in the story 5; a represents a parameter for 
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controlling the contribution of the relative location information. W e choose 
those terms with weights larger than a threshold to represent the story. 
Figure 5.2 shows a story representation of the news story in Figure 5.1. 
Tags〈PERSON〉,〈PLACE〉and < O R G > are used to identify people 
names, geographical location names and organization names respectively. For 
the content terms, they are identified by the tag < T E R M > . Column 1 in 
Figure 5.2 is the unique identifier of the stemmed term in Column 2. Column 
3 is the term weight which is calculated by the aforementioned method. 
<DOCNO> 20030415_067_N24.e </DOCNO> 
Israeli forces kill militant Nablus 
A local Palestinian militant leader was killed on Tuesday by Israeli soldiers who attacked 
the northern West Bank house where he was hiding out , Israeli army and Palestinian sources 
said.The sources said the man killed in the shoot-out in Nablus was a member of the hardline 
Islamic group Hamas and Palestinian security officials named him as 24-year-old Mazen 
Farrukh , a local leader of Hamas military branch , the Ezzedin Al-Qassam Brigades.But the 
Al-Aqsa Martyrs Brigades , an offshoot of Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat s Fatah party 
claimed Farrukh for their own.Two other men , identified as Islamists , who were in the 
encircled building gave themselves up , sources on both sides said.The Palestinian sources 
named them as Nael Al-Sakhel and Dia Taqruri , both in their 20s.Two Palestinian civilians 
were wounded as fierce clashes broke out between the army and Palestinian gunmen , the 
sources said , adding the army was carrying out house-to-house searches , blowing out doors 
and rounding up residents in the area.Also in Nablus, the local leader of the Abu Ali 
.‘ Mustafa Brigades , the military branch of the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine 
(PFLP ) , Kamil Abu Hnesh , 26 , was arrested by the army in a separate incident. 
Overnight , another Palestinian man was killed by Israeli tank fire in Rafah in the southern 
Gaza Strip.The latest deaths brought the toll of 30 months of fighting between the Israelis 
and Palestinians to 3 155 people killed , including 2 376 Palestinians and 721 Israelis . 
Figure 5.1: A news story on 15 April 2003 from http://www.news24.com 
5.2 Gloss Translation 
Our intention is to discover comparable multi-lingual news from English and 
Chinese news stories. One challenge is to determine whether an English 
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<Doc> 26204 0.128367 24-year-old 
<D0CN0> 20030415_067_N24.e </DOCNO> 9079 0.124127 encircl 
<PERSON> 6032 0.121131 martyr 
67515 0.443665 Mazen Farrukh 10883 0.114750 isra 
67516 0.443665 Farrukh 1187 0.114573 gunmen 
67517 0.443665 Nael Al-Sakhel 7070 0.111415 brigad 
67518 0.409675 Taqruri 12198 0.109020 milit 
67519 0.341694 Kamil Abu Hnesh 10619 0.106253 said.The 
19044 0.318808 Brigades 0.092574 toll 
11443 0.152500 Ali 2060 0.092539 sourc 
</PERSON> 2995 0.091749 hide 
1125 0.088743 branch 
67520 0.791192 Dia ^928 0.088420 fierc 
11890 0.495867 Rafah 2358 0.081249 tank 
2273 0.357953 Palestine 912 0.079.766 islam 
</PLACE> 4451 0.078468 clash 
7865 0.075229 carry 
67521 0.538071 Ezzedin 2343 0.072051 civilian 
11856 0.325193 Fatah 868 0.071984 blow 
66724 0.320966 Mustafa 11001 0.070668 broke 
11891 0.315407 Popular Front 1615 0.070448 door 
11892 0.315407 Liberation of "09 0.068874 identifi 
31613 0.310504 Abu 626 0.068822 articl 
17229 0.304349 West Bank 658 0.068043 wound 
14964 0.227739 Yasser Arafat 2950 0.066959 northern 
11849 0.190053 Gaza 6988 0.065928 name 
21512 0.160376 Discussion Forums 653 0.064409 soldier 
2307 0.061758 armi 
<ipj;RM> 2969 0.060367 separ 
67523 0.246967 own 469 0.060125 search 
67522 0.246967 brigades 4315 0.059876 round 
67525 0.238842 area 325 0.059219 kill 
67524 0.238842 20s 3646 0.058607 latest 
67526 0.230716 incident 6699 0.058322 southern 
39653 0.206224 strip 1868 0.057814 resid 
11895 0.203329 pFLP 10904 0.056425 gave 
44150 0.200530 al-Aqsa 1453 0.056363 arrest 
19052 0.192018 al-Qassam 1067 0.056027 local 
14969 0.188942 nablu 3550 0.055751 brought 
21143 0.188132 nablus 3411 0.053283 claim 
23617 0.185256 shoot-out 2377 0.053213 hous 
20780 0.168577 house-to-house 723 0.052862 man 
12934 0.166609 islamist  
14982 0.154584 offshoot </TERM> 
11858 0.150159 Palestinian </DOC> 
18376 0.137682 hardlin 
8834 0.135450 hama 
Figure 5.2: Story presentation of news story in Figure 5.1 
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news and a Chinese news are regarded as comparable. Our approach is to 
conduct gloss translation on the story representation of Chinese stories to 
English representation so that we can perform unsupervised learning on an 
uniform data representation. Full-fledged translation is not necessary since 
our purpose is to detect comparable news rather than machine translation. 
For each Chinese term C in the Chinese story representation, we first look 
up C in an existing bilingual lexicon. The current bilingual lexicon used in 
our experiments was obtained from Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) [2 • 
The lexicon returns a set of English terms {Ei,... , Em} which are possible 
translations of C. The next step is to conduct term disambiguation so that 
appropriate English translation terms can be selected. 
Our term disambiguation algorithm makes use of a parallel corpus. W e 
use the Hong Kong News parallel corpus obtained from LDC. It contains 
18,146 aligned pair of parallel documents in English and Chinese. The doc-
uments are mainly government announcements and news. W e perform au-
tomated sentence alignment for each pair of documents based on a length 
“ based alignment algorithm [14]. Then the sentences are indexed by an IR 
engine. Given the Chinese term C to be translated, we first retrieve the 
relevant Chinese sentences containing C. The next step is to collect the 
corresponding English sentence from the parallel corpus for each retrieved 
Chinese sentence. Let the set of collected English sentences be Pe- The 
terms contained in these English sentences are used to compute the usage 
factor of each Ei in {Ei,... , Em} as: 
u、c,丑I) - (5.3) 
where f{PE,Ei) represents the term frequency of Ei in Pe and Y{PE,Ei) 
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represents the sentence frequency of Ei in Pe. The weight for the translated 
English term Ei is computed by considering the usage factor as well as the 
original Chinese term weight as follows: 
w{S,Ei) = U{C,Ei)w(S,C) (5.4) 
where w(S, Ei) represents the final term weight of the translated English 
term Ei for the story S and w{S, C) is the original Chinese term weight. 
5.3 Comparable News Discovery 
After the news stories in different languages are processed to become the same 
uniform representation, they are passed to an unsupervised learning module 
to conduct comparable multi-lingual news discovery. As discussed above, the 
set of comparable news is typically related to a particular event. An event 
is represented in the same way as the story representation. Incremental 
clustering is used for this discovery process. 
.‘ Since the news story is arriving around-the-clock, the event discovery is 
designed so that it can conduct learning incrementally. The previous event 
discovery result will be used to initialize the unsupervised learning and the 
outdated news stories and events will be removed from the event discovery 
system automatically. . 
An incoming story is compared to all existing events according to a simi-
larity measure. The closest event can be determined. If the final normalized 
similarity 6f of the story to the closest event is larger than a user defined 
threshold 6, the story will be added to the set of comparable news repre-
senting the event. In this case, the event representation will be updated. 
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Otherwise, the story will form a new cluster on its own representing a new 
event. By changing this threshold 6>, we can adjust the granularity of events. 
W e use a kind of cosine similarity measure to compute the similarity 
between an event and a story. For each component of the story and event 
representation, a similarity score is calculated by processing the weights of 
the terms in the component. For instance, we compute the similarity score 
Sp between the people name component of the story S and the event E by 
the following formula: 
c _ YjJC Sf aid (5 5) 
w{S,pi)w{E,pk) when pi = Pk 
dki = { (b 力） 
0 when pi / Pk 
where w(S,p) is the weight of the people name p in the story S and w{E,p) 
represents the weight of the people name p in the event E. W e can compute 
the similarity score 6i for the geographical location name component; 6o for 
the organization name component; and Sc for the content term component 
“ in a similar manner. The final similarity, Sf, is a weighted sum of these 
similarity scores: 
6 f = S p W p + S i W i + 5。恢。 + 6 c ( l - W p - VTi - W o ) (5.7) 
where Wp, Wi, and Wo are the corresponding component weights. By ad-
justing these component weights, we can specify the relative contribution of 
each component to the final similarity. 
As mentioned above, the event has similar representation as a news story. 
The content of the event representation will be modified when a news story is 
added to the event cluster. The news story representation may contain some 
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new terms to the event and some terms that event representation has already 
covered. New terms, for instance U, will be appended to the event vector. 
The weight of the newly inserted term becomes w(S, ti)/{n+l), where n is the 
number of news stories that have already been inserted into the event. The 
weight of existing term, say tj, will be updated as (nw(E, tj)+w(S, U))/(n + 
1), where w{E,tj) is the weight of term tj in the event representation. 
It is common that stories reporting the same event are released in a short 
period of time (e.g., several days). W e introduce a time adjustment factor to 
cope with this phenomenon. To take into account the effect of the language 
characteristics, we also design a language normalization factor adjusting the 
similarity score. The final similarity is normalized by the time adjustment 
factor and the language normalization factor. 
The output of the comparable news are some clusters of news documents. 
Some clusters may contain comparable news from both languages, namely, 
English and Chinese. The following is a sample cluster of comparable multi-
lingual news discovered from online Web news. The event captured by this 
cluster is related to the meeting of United Nation inspectors in Iraq on Febru-
ary 8 2003 and February 9 2003. 
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—China Daily February 8 2003 
Comparable news in an event cluster 
Chief U.N. inspectors due in Iraq 
The U.N. s chief weapons inspectors travel to Baghdad for 
what could be a final assessment of Iraq s compliance with U.N. 
demands over its weapons programme.Hans Blix and Mohamed 
ElBaradei say Iraq needs to demonstrate greater cooperation with 
the inspections regime.The pair are to present their third report 
‘ to the U.N. Security Council on Friday, February 14.Their two-
day trip to Baghdad will be their third meeting with high-ranking 
Iraqi officials in three months. They are not expected to meet 
Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein. As he boarded a flight for Baghdad 
in Cyprus Saturday , Blix - head of the United Nations Moni-
toring, Verification and Inspection Commission - said: "I m not 
making any predictions at all. "Blix and International Atomic 
Energy Agency head ElBaradei want three key issues involving 
the weapons inspections solved: Private interviews with Iraqi sci-
entists by weapons inspectors. The use of U-2 spy planes.Iraq 
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senforcement of legislation prohibiting companies from making 
weapons of mass destruction. On Friday Blix said: "We will 
want to see a lot more (cooperation) this weekend." He said Iraqi 
cooperation with the inspections regime is essential to the pro-
cess —and the quicker the better. But, he said, the inspectors 
remained committed to "inspections as a viable path to disar-
mament." "Without active cooperation from the Iraqi side，it is 
difficult to achieve an effective inspection," he said. "I don t say 
that it is impossible.""We had eight years there (1991-1998) and 
a lot was achieved，but we would like to have a disarmament 
that is quicker than that，” he added. "The world is not going to 
wait eight years." In the days and weeks that come，Mr. ElBa-
radei — the head of the IAEA - and I myself will do our best in 
order to maintain inspections as a viable path to disarmament," 
Blix said. Blix called the inspections "the most intrusive ... in 
the world," but said it was a necessary intrusion. "It is always 
somewhat unpleasant to be submitted to controls , whether it's 
the tax man or the controls when we go through airports," he 
said. “ (But ) we are not in Iraq to humiliate the Iraqis. W e 
are there to perform effective inspections and to be correct and 
professional." U.N. weapons inspectors visited at least four sites 
on Friday, including military facilities and pesticide warehouses, 
Iraqi officials said. 
— C N N February 8 2003 
Comparable news in an event cluster 
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Inspectors in Iraq for crucial meeting 
The U.N. s chief weapons inspectors travel to Baghdad for 
what could be a final assessment of Iraq s compliance with U.N. 
demands over its weapons programme.Hans Blix and Mohamed 
ElBaradei say Iraq needs to demonstrate greater cooperation with 
the inspections regime.The pair are to present their third report 
to the U.N. Security Council on Friday, February H.Their two-
day trip to Baghdad will be their third meeting with high-ranking 
Iraqi officials in three months. They are not expected to meet 
Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein. As he boarded a flight for Baghdad 
in Cyprus Saturday , Blix — head of the United Nations Moni-
toring, Verification and Inspection Commission - said: "I m not 
making any predictions at all. "Blix and International Atomic 
Energy Agency head ElBaradei want three key issues involving 
the weapons inspections solved: Private interviews with Iraqi sci-
entists by weapons inspectors. The use of U-2 spy planes.Iraq 
” senforcement of legislation prohibiting companies from making 
weapons of mass destruction. On Friday Blix said: "We will 
want to see a lot more (cooperation) this weekend." He said Iraqi 
cooperation with the inspections regime is essential to the pro-
cess —and the quicker the better. But, he said, the inspectors 
remained committed to "inspections as a viable path to disar-
mament." "Without active cooperation from the Iraqi side , it is 
difficult to achieve an effective inspection," he said. "I don t say 
that it is impossible.""We had eight years there (1991-1998) and 
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a lot was achieved , but we would like to have a disarmament 
that is quicker than that ,，，he added. "The world is not going to 
wait eight years." In the days and weeks that come ’ Mr. ElBa-
radei - the head of the IAEA - and I myself will do our best in 
order to maintain inspections as a viable path to disarmament," 
Blix said. Blix called the inspections "the most intrusive ... in 
the world," but said it was a necessary intrusion. "It is always 
somewhat unpleasant to be submitted to controls，whether it's 
the tax man or the controls when we go through airports," he 
said. “ (But ) we are not in Iraq to humiliate the Iraqis. W e 
are there to perform effective inspections and to be correct and 
professional." U.N. weapons inspectors visited at least four sites 
on Friday, including military facilities and pesticide warehouses, 
Iraqi officials said. 
— C N N February 8 2003 
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Chapter 6 
Mining Bilingual Term 
Association Based on 
Co-occurrence 
This chapter discusses our bilingual term association mining approach based 
on co-occurrence. In the first section, we present our method for obtaining 
•丨' bilingual term cognates after the comparable news discovery process. In the 
next section, we present our mining algorithm in details with an example. 
6.1 Bilingual Term Cognate Generation 
After the comparable news discovery process, clusters of comparable bilin-
gual news are obtained. W e attempt to generate term cognates from these 
clusters. Specifically, a pair of English and Chinese term cognates are gen-
erated for each cluster. A text mining algorithm is developed for analyzing 
the statistical co-occurrence of the terms appeared in the cognates gener-
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ated from the clusters. The basic idea is that the term usage pattern in a 
cluster of comparable news indicates the strength of association of a pair of 
English and Chinese terms since the news in a cluster are related to a specific 
event. There are a number of possible ways to generate term cognates from 
a cluster of comparable multi-lingual news. W e develop a technique to select 
terms from the clusters based on the term frequency. Term frequencies can 
reflect the relative importance of terms in news story. The higher the term 
frequency, the more important of the term in the news story. W e select both 
English and Chinese terms from the clusters according to Equation 6.1. 
> S (6.1) 
J max 
where f is the term frequency of a term in the cluster, fmax is the maximum 
term frequency among terms in the cluster and (5 is a parameter controlling 
the selection of the term. W e use two separate processes to select Chinese 
terms and English terms. The value of 6 in selecting Chinese term can be 
” different from those in selecting English term. By using this method, a pair 
of bilingual term cognates are generated from each cluster. Precisely, let 
Ei and Q represent an English and a Chinese term cognate respectively 
generated from a particular cluster of comparable multi-lingual news. Ei 
contains a set of terms with their number of occurrence. Ei can be repre-
sented as {{Eiu f[Ei, En)),.. •，} where Eij denotes a stemmed term in Ei 
and f(Ei,Eij) denotes the number of occurrence of Eij in Ei. Q is rep-
resented in a similar way. A pair of cognates can be viewed as a kind of 
comparable sentences. The terms may not be translations of each other. 
However, the terms should be representative words for describing a partic-
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ular event. Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 depict several pairs of term cognates 
generated from several clusters of comparable online news. 
After all term cognate pairs are obtained, our text mining algorithm an-
alyzes the co-occurrence statistics and produces bilingual term associations. 
This algorithm is derived from a variant of the models proposed in [39]. The 
details of the algorithm is described in the subsequent section. 
6.2 Term Mining Algorithm 
Our bilingual term mining algorithm is based on an iterative expectation-
maximization (EM) procedure for maximizing the likelihood of generating 
the Chinese-to-English term associations. This mining algorithm makes use 
of co-occurrence statistics. The idea is that the more a Chinese term co-
occurs with an English term in the same term cognates, the higher degree 
of association of this Chinese term with the English term. In Figure 6.1 
and Figure 6.2, the Chinese term “伊拉克” co-occurs with the English term 
.‘. "Iraq" in several term cognates, namely, Cognates 2, 4, and 9. This shows the 
Chinese term “伊拉克” and the English term "Iraq" have strong association. 
Based on this idea, our mining algorithm maximizes the likelihood of the 
Chinese-to-English term associations through iterative E M procedure. 
As described above, the input of the mining algorithm is a set of paired 
term cognates. The output of the mining algorithm is a table of cross-
language term associations. Each entry in the table corresponds to a Chinese 
term with its English term associations and the respective association mea-
sures. To remove those cognates that are too noisy, we filter those cognate 
pairs with English terms containing more than pe or Chinese terms contain-
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Cognate 1 
E n g l i s h t e r m c o g n a t e : 
(Chavez, 7), (strike, 11), (oil, 6), (polic, 10) 
C h i n e s e t e r m c o g n a t e： 
(委内瑞拉，6),(石油，6),(罢工，6),(万桶’4) 
Cognate 2 
E n g l i s h t e r m c o g n a t e : 
(Iraq, 7), (issu, 4) 
C h i n e s e t e r m c o g n a t e： 
(武器，4),(联合国，4),(伊拉克，7) 
Cognate 3 
E n g l i s h t e r m c o g n a t e： 
(Combodia, 10), (nation, 6), (Thai, 7) 
C h i n e s e t e r m c o g n a t e : 
(泰国，15) 
Cognate 4 
E n g l i s h t e r m c o g n a t e : 
(Iraq, 10), (Iraqi, 14), (inspect, 16)' (weapon, 12) 
“ C h i n e s e term cognate: 
(伊拉克，23) 
Cognate 5 ‘ 
E n g l i s h t e r m c o g n a t e： 
(Kuwait, 9), (missil, 6), (land, 6), (Iraq, 5), (Iraqi, 6), (Marines' 9) 
C h i n e s e t e r m c o g n a t e： 
Figure 6.1: Term cognates generated from clusters of comparable online news 
(Part I) 
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English term cognate: 
(warn, 3), (blast, 4), (Venezuela, 3), (injur, 3), (damag, 4), 
(a.m., 4), (presid, 4), (consul, 3), (embassi, 4), (locat, 3) 




English term cognate: 
(China, 6), (quak, 7), (home, 4), (Xinjiang, 4) 
Chinese term cognate: 
(新睡，2),(地宾，2) 
Cognate 8 
English term cognate: 
(Taiwan, 11), (train, 15) 






English term cognate: 
(agent, 4), (anthrax, 5), (weapon, 3), (report, 4), (destroi, 4), • 
(Iraq, 3), (Baghdad, 4), (UN, 5) 
Chinese term cognate: 
(巴格达，9>,(伊拉克，15),(联合国，9> • 
Figure 6.2: Term cognates generated from clusters of comparable online news 
(Part II) 
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ing more than Pc words. In addition, we filter those Chinese terms whose 
number of occurrence is less than p如 in the input data collection. However, 
the values of Pc and pe must balance with the value 6. Otherwise, too many 
terms are filtered. After the term filtering process, the filtered pairs of term 
cognates will be processed by the mining algorithm. 
Suppose that Ei and Q represent an English and a Chinese term cognate 
respectively generated from a particular cluster of comparable bilingual news. 
Ei contains a set of English terms with their number of occurrence and can 
be represented as {{En, f(Ei, En)),... ,} where Eij denotes a term in Ei and 
f(Ei,Eij) denotes the number of occurrence of E ^ in Ei. Q is represented 
in a similar way. Fig. 6.3 depicts the details of the mining algorithm. 
The initial values of the association measure t{) is set to 1/m where m 
is the number of English term candidates for a Chinese term. In the min-
ing algorithm, terms in each cognate pair are investigated. The association 
measure t'(Eij\Cik) of an English term Eij given the Chinese term Q k is 
calculated by its count T{Eij\Cik] Ei,Ci) in the term cognate pair (Ei,Ci), 
divided by the Langrange multiplier for Qk- The count is computed by the 
association measure t{Eij\Cik) in the previous iteration, the number of oc-
currence of Eij in Ei, and the number of occurrence of Q k in Ci. The mining 
algorithm is carried on until the sum of the difference between the association 
measures in the current iteration and the previous iteration is smaller than 
e. W h e n this condition meets, the algorithm halts. 
Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 depict several paired term cognates. W e use 
these cognates to ilustrate our mining alogorithm. In our mining alogorithm, 
all English terms which co-occur with some Chinese terms in the same term 
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1 W h i l e Y S f - t ) > e 
2 F o r e a c h t e r m c o g n a t e pair {Ei, Q ) w h e r e i = 1’... ’ n 
3 F o r e a c h Q k in Q w h e r e k = l , . . . ,q 
4 F o r e a c h E i j in E i w h e r e j 二 1,…，m 
5 f i E i j l C i k ) = j ^ r ( E i j \ C i k ; E i , C i ) 
w h e r e t'{Eij \Cik) is t h e association m e a s u r e o f E i j 
given C i k , a n d 
Acifc 二 T^Eij Ei, Ci) 
is t h e L a g r a n g e multiplier for t h e t e r m C i k , a n d 
T{Eij\Cik', Ei,Ci)= 
f { E i , E i j ) is t h e n u m b e r o f o c c u r r e n c e o f E i j in E i , a n d 
f { C i , C i k ) is t h e n u m b e r o f o c c u r r e n c e o f Q k in C i , a n d 
t{) is t h e association m e a s u r e in t h e p r e v i o u s iteration. 
Figure 6.3: Mining bilingual term association algorithm 
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cognate will become the association candidates of that Chinese terms. As 
the Chinese term “伊拉克” appears in Cognates 2，4 and 9’ the English 
terms "Iraq" and "issu" in Cognate 2’ the English terms "Iraq", "Iraqi", "in-
spect" and "weapon" in Cognate 4 and the English terms "agent", "anthrax", 
"weapon", "report", "destroi", "Iraq", "Baghdad" and "UN" in Cognate 9 
are the association candidates of the Chinese term “伊拉克” in the inital 
stage. The inital association measure of each association candidate of the 
Chinese term “伊拉克” is 1/11. In the 1st iteration, the association measure 




where Q and Ei are the Chinese term Cognate i and the English term Cog-
nate i respectively, and 
T(Jrag| 伊拉克;•E2，C2) 
H一郝充) 肌 , l — f { C 2 , 伊拉克） 
- 武 器 ） + f ( / m g ， 伊 拉 克 ） + t ( / r 叫 ， 聯 合 國 ) 、 
丄 
- n *7*7 
— 本 丄 
2 9 11 
二 6.35 • 
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= T ( / r 叫 丨 伊 拉 克 ; + 伊拉克；五2，cy + 
T ( / m g 丨 伊 拉 克 ； 五 + T ( / r等•丨伊拉克；五 + 
T(in<spec 力 I 伊 拉 克 ； 五 + T ( ? x ; e a p o n 丨伊拉克；五4,Cy + 
T(apen力丨伊拉克;Eq, Cg) + T((m仇7m丨伊拉克;E g , Cg) + 
丨伊拉克;Eg, Cg) + 伊拉克;Eg, Cg) + 
力 t H 伊拉克；五9，Cy + T(/rag 丨伊拉克;£;9，Cy + 
T[Baghdad\伊拉先;Eq, C9) + T[UN\伊拉先;Eq, C9) 
I + 9 十 1 1 2 十 9 十 1 1 
丄 丄 
(孕 * 10 * 23) + (堂 * 14 * 23) + 
n n 
丄 丄 
(导 * 16* 23)+ ( 1 * 1 2 * 23) + 
TT TT 
丄 丄 
( T - ^ f - T * 4 * 1 5 ) + ( i V 1 * 5 * 1 5 ) + 
i + Tr + 9 8 + 11 + 9 
( t - ^ T T * 3 * 1 5 ) + ( V , 1 + 
8 + n + 9 i 十 u 十 9 
8 + n 十 互 5 十 n 十 9 
( 1 丄 ？ 丄 1 * 4 * 1 5 ) + ( i j 1 * 5 * 1 5 ) 
8 + 1 1 十 § 5 十 n 十 5 “ 
= 6 . 3 5 + 3.62 + 230 + 322 + 368 + 276 + 16.68 + 20.85 + 12.51 + 
16.68 + 16.68 + 12.51 + 16.68 + 20.85 
= 1 3 3 9 . 4 1 
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Hence, 
t ' ( /啊 ,伊拉克） = 1 ^ * 6 - 3 5 
=0.004741 
The mining algorithm on the sample cognates is carried on until the sum 
of the difference between the association measures in the current iteration 
and the previous iteration is smaller than e. 
The output of this mining algorithm is a term association table. Each 
entry in the table corresponds to a Chinese term with a list of English terms 
and their association measures. Table 6.1 shows part of the association table 
which is generated from the term cognates in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2. The 
table shows that the English term "Iraq" have the highest association with 
the Chinese term “伊拉克”.This strong association allows the English term 
"Iraq" to be viewed as the correct translation of the Chinese term “伊拉克，’. 
Chinese t e r m s S t e m m e d English term associations and the corre-
“〜sh sponding scores  
(hospit, 0.378793), (baghdad, 0.137073), (icrc, 
“ 0.128627), (red cross, 0.128627), (pneumonia, 
0.104111), (famili, 0.062467), (disea, 0.060302) 
(bush, 0.198858), (iraq, 0.131161)，(u, 0.062936), 
(united states, 0.060688), (saddam, 0.060037), .(presid, 
0.051801), (role, 0.048492), (son, 0.048210), (troop, 
0.046944)，(enter, 0.036413), (agent, 0.036413), (at-
tack, 0.036398), (vital, 0.036369), (rebuild, 0.036369), 
(war, 0.036086), (ultimatum, 0.024275), (fore, 
0.024275), (US-led, 0.024275) 
伊拉克 (iraq, 0.320455), (iraqi, 0.189483), (weapon, 0.083892), 
(troop, 0.079152), (u, 0.050748), (u.s., 0.047578), (in-
spect, 0.035389), (peopl, 0.029751), (prison, 0.028643), 
(powell, 0.028052), (bush, 0.027921), (wednesdai,  
0.026838), (baghdad, 0.026513), (congo, 0.025586) 
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聯合國 II (iraq, 0.177732), (un, 0.148446), (anthrax, 0.077017), 
(islam, 0.061614), (treatment, 0.061614)， (issu, 
0.061614), (destroi, 0.061614), (agent, 0.061614), 
(leader, 0.046211), (inspector, 0.046211)， (ali, 
0.046211), (kuwait, 0.046211), (weapon, 0.042355), 
(crash, 0.030807), (u.n.’ 0.030731) 
巴格達 (iraqi, 0.152760), (baghdad, 0.114072), (line, 0.080619)， 
(attack, 0.070522), (saddam, 0.062362), (report, 
0.061121), (found, 0.060464), (chemic, 0.059453), (u, 
0.057018), (weapon, 0.051553), (biolog, 0.050387), 
(protect, 0.050387), (truck, 0.050387), (iraq, 0.048664), 
(rocket, 0.030232) 
(hong kong, 0.336169), (sar, 0.276155)，(flight, 
0.146716), (vim, 0.119847), (cancell, 0.097811), (pneu-
monia, 0.023303) 
薩達姆 (british,0.142657),(turkish,0.084615),(fore, 
0.083647), (turkei, 0.076062), (saddam, 0.066608), 
(rebel, 0.057063), (baghdad, 0.039869), (tikrit, 
0.038042), (congol, 0.038042), (port, 0.038042), 
(ferri, 0.038042), (burundi, 0.038042), (volunt, 
0.038042), (bodi, 0.037283), (iraqi, 0.036092), (north-
ern, 0.033729), (epidem, 0.028531), (defeat, 0.028531), 
(afp, 0.028531), (command, 0.028531) 
科威特 (iraq, 0.251044), (iraqi, 0.097078), (mondai, 0.089886), 
(",0.065916), (inspector, 0.059924), (kuwait, 
0.053931), (marin, 0.041947), (attack, 0.035954), 
(wednesdai, 0.035194), (refug, 0.029962), (border, 
0.029962), (land, 0.029958), (vote, 0.029651), (u.s., 
0.028081), (missil, 0.027983), (neighbor, 0.023969), 
(north, 0.023969), (u.n., 0.022822), (resolut, 0.022769) 
(chirac, 0.174644)，(blair, 0.145537), (french, 0.145537), 
(list, 0.116430), (presid, 0.116430), (iraqi/0.087322),  
(want, 0.087322), (annan, 0.087311), (iraq, 0.039466) 
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II (u, 0.100449), (soldier, 0.093365), (british, 0.093251), 
(american, 0.090256), (rescu, 0.076248) (helicopt, 
0.074588), (shield, 0.059416), (airport, 0.053516), 
(floor, 0.045937), (hotel, 0.045937), (percent, 
0.042446), (french, 0.042446), (prison, 0.042099), 
(offici, 0.038176), (underground, 0.033957), (facil, 
0.033957), (renter, 0.033957) 
(iraq, 0.071139), (fund, 0.069133), (monei, 0.069133), 
(u.n, 0.066736), (cuba, 0.061451), (propo, 0.061447), 
(block, 0.053770), (castro, 0.053770), (troop, 
0.050845), (militari, 0.047506), (attack, 0.046044), (of-
fici, 0.039336), (helicopt, 0.038408), (visit, 0.038408), 
(citi，0.038408), (intern, 0.038407), (polic, 0.038081), 
(u, 0.034500), (turkei, 0.030725), (hijack, 0.027377), 
11 jpowell, 0.025376) 




In Chapter 5, we have presented our method for discovering comparable 
multi-lingual online news. The discovered comparable news is then used to 
generate term cognates for discovering term associations. The bilingual term 
association mining algorithm based on co-occurrence has been presented in 
Chapter 6. In this chapter, we present a method for discovering named 
entity associations using the result of comparable news discovery based on 
phonetic matching. The algorithm design of this approach is presented in 
the first section. Then we demonstrate this method on discovering the asso-
ciations of English terms and Chinese terms pronounced in Mandarin as well 
as Cantonese. 
7.1 Algorithm Design 
As described in Chapter 5，bilingual comparable news is discovered. W e 
attempt to develop a method for discovering named entity associations using 
the comparable news discovery result. It can be observed that translations 
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of some named entities such as people names and location names are usually 
governed by pronunciation. Based on this idea, pronunciation is used as a 
clue to find the associations of these kinds of terms. For each people name 
or location name in one language, we attempt to associate them with some 
people names or location names in another language based on the similarity 
of their pronunciation. W e call this problem phonetic matching. W e develop 
an automated procedure to solve this problem. Note that this is a different 
problem from cross-language transliteration. Cross-language transliteration 
attempts to generate the translation of a term in one language to a term in 
another language. However, in this phonetic matching problem, we attempt 
to compute a kind of similarity between terms in different languages based 
on pronunciation. 
The idea of our phonetic matching algorithm is to transform the pro-
nunciation in different languages into the same kind of phonetic space. W e 
design a phonetic representation called pronounce-alike group. A pronounce-
alike group mainly contains phonetic symbol related to consonants which are 
pronounced closely. For instance, the sounds of "b" and "p" in English are 
assigned to the same pronounce-alike group. Terms in one language and their 
association candidates in another language undergo a series of transformation 
to this common pronounce-alike phonetic representation. A similarity score 
is computed to indicate how similar the terms are pronounced. Association 
of the bilingual terms is evaluated according to this similarity score. 
Suppose a term in one language，E, is represented by pronounce-alike 
phonetic representation as (ei,... )• Similarly, a term in another language, 
C, can be represented by pronounce-alike phonetic representation as (Ci,...). 
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The similarity is computed by the algorithm depicted in Figure 7.1. In 
this similarity calculation algorithm, we match each pronounce-alike phonetic 
group symbol q with each pronounce-alike phonetic symbol ej. Once Cj is 
matched with ej, a similarity score is given to this matching. This score 
equals to the absolute value of the position difference between q and ej 
divided by the number of pronounce-alike phonetic group symbol of term 
E, i.e., \i - j|/|e|. By using this method, the matching of Ci and ej with 
large position difference suffers from a larger penalty for the score. This 
prevents a wrong matching from getting overly high score. The similarity 
score ,w(C, E), of term C and term E is calculated as the sum of the scores 
in each phonetic symbol matching mentioned above. 
1 k = 0, w{C,E) = 0; 
2 For each pronounce-alike phonetic group symbol Ci 
3 For each pronounce-alike phonetic group symbol e), where j starts from k 
4 if {ci, ej) matches 
5 w(C, E) = w{C, + = j•， 
6 break; 
7 w{C, E) = w{C, E)lmax{\c\, |e|) 
where w{C, E) is the similarity score of term C and term E] 
c\ and |e| are the number of pronounce-alike group symbols 
in term C and term E respectively 
Figure 7.1: Pronounce-alike phonetic similarity algorithm 
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W e attempt to associate Chinese location names and people names with 
English location names and people names based on the similarities of their 
pronunciation. Recall that these names come from discovered comparable 
news. Location names and people names are extracted from the news in 
a particular event cluster. The extracted named entities are then used to 
form named entity cognate pairs. Figure 7.2 depicts a pair of named entity 
cognates. Initially, all English named entities are the association candidates 
of each Chinese named entity in the same named entity cognate. Then we 
use the phonetic matching algorithm to calculate the similarity between the 
Chinese terms and their association candidates. 
English named entity cognate： 
(Bush, 2), (Tony Blair, 1), (Saddam, 3), (Hussein, 1), (Plan BTurkey, 1), 
(Washington, 2), (Iraq, 6), (Britain, 1), (United States, 3), (New, 1), 
(Kuwait, 1), (Mediterranean, 1), (Sea, 2), (Saudi Aradia, 1) 
Chinese named entity cognate： 
(布什，1),(美国，6), (土耳其，3),(依拉克，3),(白宫，1),(科威特，1� 
Figure 7.2: A pair of named entity cognates 
Each cluster of comparable bilingual news can generate a pronunciation-
based term association table using the above algorithm. Each entry in the 
table is composed of a Chinese term and a set of English terms with cor-
responding similarity scores. Suppose that a Chinese term C is found to 
have high similarity with some English terms {(Ei,w{vi, Ci,Ei)),... } in the 
output term association table corresponding to the cluster Vi. W e merge the 
entries in all the generated association tables. Given a Chinese term C, the 
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weight of a particular English term E is combined as follows: 
i i j 
where Wf{C, E) represents the final weight of the English term E and w{vi, C, Ej) 
represents the weight of term Ej in the generated term association table cor-
responding to the cluster Vi. To filter those Chinese terms that are too noisy, 
a threshold is set up. Chinese terms with frequencies larger than or equal to 
the threshold are included in the final table. However, this threshold cannot 
be too large, otherwise, too many terms would be filtered. 
The final output of the phonetic matching algorithm is a single term 
association table. Each entry in the table corresponds to a Chinese term 
and a set of English terms. These English terms have strong associations 
and even possible translations for the Chinese term. Table 7.1 depicts some 
sample entities discovered by phonetic matching. 
Chinese named English term associations and the corresponding scores 
entities ^  
新疆 (Xinjiang, 0.68), (hu jintao, 0.13) 
布魯塞爾 (brussels, 0.23) 
威特 (kuwait, 0.19), (baghdad, 0.14) 
泰國 (thailand, 0.31), (bangkok, 0.25), (cambodia, 0.11) 
巴基斯坦 (Pakistan, 0.15), (afghanistan, 0.13) •  
佛羅里達 (south florida, 0.21), (iraq, 0.13), (fidel castro, 0.13)， 
(united, Q.IQ)  
台灣 (taiwan, 0.66), (taipei, 0.11) • 
唐家旋 (tang jiaxuan, 0.14)，(turkey, 0.12) 
巴格達 (baghdad, 0.36), (iraq, 0.12) 
£谷 (bangkok, 0.37), (cambodia, 0.24)，(phnom penh, Q.10)~ 
阿富汗 (afghanistan, 0.48), (kandahar, 0.14), (mohammed, 
O J ^  
馬尼拉 (manila, 0.47), (ignacio bunye, 0.19), (philippines, 
0.17), (gloria arroyo, 0.17) 
-嚷布爾 (kabul, 0.44), (kuwait, 0.15), (kuwaiti, 0.15) 
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' W W ^ (Philippines, 0.43)，(dzbb, 0.24), (manila, 0.16), (gloria 
arroyo, 0.10) 
伊斯坦布爾 (istanbul, 0.37), (colin powell, 0.14), (sunderland, 0.11) 
布什 一 (bush, 0.50), (baghdad, 0.12) 
薩達姆 (saddam, 0.16), (baghdad, 0.13), (hussein, 0.11) 
塞浦路斯 (elbaradei, 0.27)，(cyprus, 0.21), (baghdad, 0.16)，(sad-
dam hussein, 0.14), (iraq, 0.14) 
西班牙 (spain, 0.14) 
柬埔寨 (cambodia, 0.24), (phnom penh, 0.23)，(cambodia, 
‘ 0.20)，(bangkok, 0.14), (gallery, 0.10) 
^ 吉 克 斯 坦 (tajikistan, 0.24) 
I、港 (hong kong, 0.55)，(hk, 0.10) 
尼日利亞 (nigeria, 0.38), (dele alake, 0.24)，(emmanuel ijewere, 
0.14)，(olusegun obasanjo, 0.12), (lagos, 0.12) 
1 斯 特 羅 _ (castro, 0.21) 
哈瓦那 (havana, 0.62), (jose marti, 0.38) 
侯赛因 (hussein, 0.70), (saddam, 0.18), (iraq, 0.12) 
卡塔爾 一 (qatar, 0.26), (baghdad, 0.23), (iraq, 0.07) 
伊拉克 （iraq, O.46) 
柏林 (berlin, 1.00) 
布利克斯 (blix, 0.29), (iraq, 0.27)，(elbaradei, 0.13), (baghdad, 
0.13) 
里 —（ali, 0.61)，(arrest, 0.16), (chiayi, 0.14) 
穆 ¥默德 (mohammed, 0.38), (pakistan, 0.19) 
加拉加斯 (caracas,0.24),(hello,0.16),(Colombia,0.16), 
(criscaut, 0.10) 
巴勒斯坦 (Palestine, 0.34), (saeb erakat, 0.11), (erakat, 0.11) 
金邊 (phnom penh, 0.27), (cambodia, 0.24)，(bangkok, 0.14), 
(gallery, 0.10) ‘ 
塞爾維亞 (zoran, 0.37), (serbia, 0.37), (west, 0.25) 
卡拉奇 一 (karachi, 0.61), (ali, 0.20) 
古巴 (cuban, 0.29), (cuba, 0.21) 
哥倫比亞 (baghdad, 0.23)，(Colombia, 0.13)，(caracas, 0.11), 
(iraq, 0.10) 
Table 7.1: Sample named entity associations discovered 
by phonetic matching 
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7.2 Discovering Associations of English Terms 
and Chinese Terms 
Chinese online news usually has two spoken languages, namely, Mandarin 
and Cantonese. News from China, Taiwan, and Singapore W e b sites is usu-
ally pronounced in Mandarin while news from Hong Kong W e b sites is usually 
pronounced in Cantonese. Our phonetic matching algorithm can handle Chi-
nese terms pronounced in both Mandarin and Cantonese effectively. In the 
subsequence sections, we demonstrate our phonetic matching algorithm on 
associating English term and Chinese term pronounced in Mandarin, so as 
English term and Chinese term pronounced in Cantonese. 
7.2.1 Converting English Terms into Phonetic Repre-
sentation 
English terms are processed by a phonetic transformation. The purpose of 
phonetic transformation on an English word is to convert its text into En-
glish phonetic representation. W e adopt the phonetic representation used in 
P R O N L E X lexicon ^  which is provided by LDC. P R O N L E X lexicon contains 
90,694 English words and the corresponding English phonetic representation. 
Appendix C shows the pronunciation symbols used by the P R O N L E X lex-
icon. Table 7.3 depicts some sample English words and the corresponding 
English phonetic representation. 
To find the phonetic representation of an unseen English word, a set of 
iThe ISBN of PRONLEX lexicon is 1-58563-110-8. It is part of the COMLEX lexical 
database from the University of Pennsylvania. 
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hang h @ G 
Table 7.2: Sample English words and the corresponding English phonetic 
representation in P R O N L E X pronunciation symbols 
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letter-to-phoneme rules is used. W e conduct a training process to obtain these 
rules. English word is split into individual letters. Each letter is assigned 
with a pronunciation tag according to the letter-to-phoneme rules. This tag 
is the phonetic representation used by P R O N L E X lexicon. Some examples 
of English letters and the corresponding tags are shown in Table 7.3. The 
tag "end" in the table denotes no sound. The phonetic presentation of the 
unseen word is obtained by grouping its pronunciation tags according to the 
order of the letter in the unseen word. 
W e employ the transformation-based error-driven learning method to con-
duct the training [8]. This learning method is applied to train the pronunci-
ation tags instead of part-of-speech (POS) tags. The P R O N L E X lexicon is 
randomly separated into two parts. About 20% of the lexicon is reserved for 
testing while 80% of the lexicon is used for training. The training dataset is 
further randomly split into 2 parts, one-third of the training data for learning 
rules to predict the most likely tag for unknown letters, while two-thirds for 
learning the contextual rules. As the training data does not have unknown 
letter, we focus on learning the contextual rules. The generated contextual 
rules are regarded as a set of letter-to-phoneme rules used to find pronunci-
ations of unseen English words. • 
Figure 7.3 depicts the modules of this transformation-based learning method. 
In Stage 1, unannotated text is passed through an initial-state annotator. Ev-
ery letter of the text is assigned with its most likely tag in isolation. The 
most likely tag of each English letter is depicted in Appendix D. In Stage 
2, the learning process starts. The learner generates a rule in each iteration 
according to the triggers of the contextual templates. The followings are 
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English word English letters with pronunciation tags 
heat h/E e/i a/end t/t  
could c/k o/U u/end 1/end d/d 
boy b/b o/O y/end  
father f/f a/a t/D h/end e/R r/end 
this t/D h/end i/I s/s  
thin t/T h/end i/I n/n  
shine s/S h/end i/Y n/n e/end  
yes y/y e/E s/s 
pleasure p/p 1/1 e/E a/end s/Z u/R r/end e/end 
hang h/h a/@ n/G g/end 
Table 7.3: English words and the corresponding letters with pronunciation 
tags 
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“ Stage 1 
！ 
Annotated Truth 
Z Text (Training Data) 
C 
^ ^ Rules 
( Learner ) 
——夕 
Stage 2 
Figure 7.3: Transformation-based error-driven learning module 
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samples of the trigger of the contextual transformation templates: 
1. The preceding/following word is tagged with Z. 
2. One of the two preceding/following words is tagged with Z. 
3. One of the three preceding/following words is tagged with Z. 
4. The preceding word is tagged with Z and the following word is tagged 
w i t h y . 
5. The preceding/following two words are tagged with Z and F. 
where Z and Y are pronunciation tags. The generated rule is used to update 
the tags of the annotated text. Then the annotated text is compared with 
the truth and its score is calculated. If errors in the annotated text are 
corrected by this rule, the rule is decided to be applicable and would be used 
to tag the annotated text for the next iteration. The iteration carries on 
until there is no generated rule achieves a score higher than the pre-defined 
threshold. A set of letter-to-phoneme rules are generated after the learning 
process. Table 7.4 depicts samples of the generated rules. 
To find the pronunciation representation of unseen English word, each 
letter of the word is first tagged by its most likely tag according to the table 
depicted in Appendix D. Then each generated rule is used to transform the 
tags of the unseen word. After generating the pronunciation tags, phonetic 
presentation of the unseen word is obtained by collecting the pronunciation 
tags according to the order of letters in the unseen word. Table 7.5 shows 
tagged letters of unseen words and their phonetic presentations. 
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> 之… Generated letter-to-phoneme rules 
Change 's' to 'z' if the tag beginning one position before  
Change 'end' to 'R' if the current letter is 'e' and the following letter is 'r' 
Change 'r' to 'end' if one of the previous 2 tags is 'R' 
Change 'n' to 'G' if the following letter is ‘g’  
Change 'end' to 'E' if one of the previous 3 tags is at the beginning 
Table 7.4: Sample rules generated by the transformation-based learning 
method 
P R O N L E X 
Unseen word Tagged letters pronunciation 
“ symbols 
• ： .：•.：： ； ； . ： - ^  
Bush b/b u/U s/S h/end bUS 
Saddam s/s a/x d/d d/end a/a m / m sxdam 
Hussein h/h u/u s/s s/end e/e i/end n/n husen 
Qatar q/k a/a t/t a/end r/R katR 
Blix b/b 1/1 i/I x/ks bilks 
Hu Jintao h/u u/end j/J i/I n/n t/t a / W o/end uJIntW 
Baghdad b/b a/@ g/end h/end d/d a/@ d/d b@d@d 
Table 7.5: Tagged letters of unseen English words and their phonetic repre-
sentations predicted by the transformation-based learning method 
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7.2.2 Discovering Associations of English Terms and 
Mandarin Chinese Terms 
To match English terms and Mandarin Chinese terms, we make use of the 
pronounce-alike phonetic group derived from Pin-Yin symbol. Pin-Yin is the 
official romanization system of Mandarin Chinese. Chinese terms pronounced 
in Mandarin are extracted from the named entity cognates. They are then 
converted into Pin-Yin symbols by using a Pin-Yin table. This Pin-Yin table 
contains Chinese Simplified characters encoded in GB2312 and their corre-
sponding Pin-Yin symbol and the tonality. Figure 7.4 depicts some sample 
entries in this table. The Pin-Yin symbols are transformed into pronounce-
alike phonetic group symbols by considering basically the consonant of each 
symbol. If there is no consonant in the Pin-Yin symbol, the vowel is extracted 
instead. To make use of the phonetic matching algorithm, we regroup the 
Pin-Yin consonants and some vowels to produce the pronounce-alike phonetic 
groups. The details are depicted in Table 7.6. 
ST"~“ “ 
Pin-Yin symbol Pronounce-alike phonetic groups 
^ B  
d, t p • 
g，k G  
z, s Z -
a, ai, ao, an, ang A 
All other consonant symbols Each symbol is associated with 
a unique group by itself 
Table 7.6: Grouping of Pin-Yin symbols in pronounce-alike phonetic groups 
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i 荒 huang3 
灰 h u i l 
挥 h u i l 
辉 h u i l 
徽 h u i l 
恢 h u i l . 
舰 hui2 
Figure 7.4: Sample of the Pin-Yin table 
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After the English phonetic representation is generated as described in 
Section 7.2.1, we transform the English phonetic representation to Pin-Yin 
symbol using the table "English Sounds with their Chinese Equivalents" pub-
lished in [11]. The table is depicted in Appendix E. The first two rows of the 
table are the Pin-Yin consonants represented in the Webster's phonetic sym-
bols and the IPA symbols respectively. Similarly, the leftmost two columns 
are the Pin-Yin vowels represented in the Webster's phonetic symbols as well 
as the IPA symbols. For each P R O N L E X pronunciation symbol depicted in 
Appendix D, the corresponding IPA symbol and Webster's phonetic symbol 
can be found in the table "English Sounds with Their Chinese Equivalents". 
To transform the English phonetic representation into Pin-Yin symbols, we 
first match the English phonetic representation with the Pin-Yin consonant 
(represented in IPA symbol or Webster's phonetic symbol) at the top of the 
table. Once the Pin-Yin consonant matches with the leftmost part of the 
English phonetic representation, we then matches the remaining part of the 
English phonetic representation with the Pin-Yin vowels (represented in IPA 
symbol or Webster's phonetic symbol) at the leftmost of the table. If the Pin-
Yin vowel matches with the leftmost part of the remaining English phonetic 
representation, a Chinese word is returned. However, if the English phonetic 
representation cannot match with both the Pin-Yin consonant and vowel 
representations in the table, either the Pin-Yin consonant representation or 
the Pin-Yin vowel representation which can be matched with the English 
phonetic representation is selected to obtain the Chinese word. Afterwards, 
Pin-Yin symbols of the returned Chinese word is produced. The previous 
matching process carries on the remaining part of the English phonetic rep-
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resentation until reaching its end. The Pin-Yin symbols of the produced 
Chinese words are then obtained by looking up the aforementioned Pin-Yin 
table. They are transformed into pronounce-alike phonetic group symbols by 
basically considering the consonant of each Pin-Yin symbol. If there is no 
consonant in the Pin-Yin symbol, the vowel is considered instead. 
W e use the cognate pair depicted in Figure 7.2 to illustrate our algo-
rithm. Suppose we want to calculate the similarities between the Chinese 
term “科威特” which is pronounced in Mandarin and its English asso-
ciation candidates, namely, "Bush", "Tony Blair", "Saddam", "Hussein", 
"Plan BTurkey", "Washington", "Iraq", "Britain", "United States", "New", 
"Kuwait", "Mediterranean", "Sea" and "Saudi Aradia". The Chinese term 
and all its English association candidates are first converted into the same 
phonetic space. For simplicity, we only show the similarity calculations be-
tween the Chinese term “科威特” and the English terms "Bush", "Kuwait" 
and "Saddam". Pin-Yin symbols of the Chinese term “科威特” are first 
obtained from the Pin-Yin table and "kel", "wei2" and "te4" are returned. 
They are then converted into their pronounced-alike phonetic group sym-
bols based on their consonants. After this process, "G", "w" and "D" are 
returned. W e perform phonetic transformation on English terms "Bush", 
"Kuwait" and "Saddam". Their phonetic representations are then trans-
formed into Pin-Yin representations by using the table "English Sounds 
with their Chinese Equivalents" • The Pin-Yin representations of the English 
terms "Bush"，"Kuwait" and "Saddam" are converted into pronounced-alike 
phonetic group symbols. The English term "Bush" becomes "B" and "S" • 
The English term "Kuwait" becomes "G", "w" and "D", and the English 
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term "Saddam" becomes "Z" and "D". As there is no match between the 
pronounce-alike phonetic group symbols of the Chinese term “科威特” and 
the English term "Bush", the similarity between them is 0. For the Chinese 
term “科威特” and the English term "Kuwait", all their phonetic symbols 
match one another. As given in Figure 7.1, their similarity is calculated as 
i^;(“Km/;fiir) = ^ 3 7 、 “ - — — — 
3 
— 3 
= 1 . 0 
For the Chinese term “科威特” and the English term "Saddam", only the 
third phonetic symbol of the Chinese term matches with the second symbol 
of the English term. The similarity between them is calculated as 
、 0 + 1 - 罕 





= 0 . 2 2 
By comparing the above similarity scores, the Chinese term “科威特” and 
the English term "Kuwait" has the strongest association among all the asso-
ciation candidates. 
7.2.3 Discovering Associations of English Terms and 
Cantonese Chinese Terms 
To match English terms and Cantonese Chinese terms, we make use of the 
pronounce-alike phonetic group derived from P R O N L E X pronunciation sym-
bols. Chinese terms pronounced in Cantonese are converted into their Jyut 
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Ping symbols by using a Jyut Ping table \ This Jyut Ping table is pro-
vided by the Linguistic Society of Hong Kong (LSHK) [3]. It consists of 
approximately 11,000 Chinese characters and their Jyut Ping spellings [41 . 
Figure 7.5 shows the sample of the Jyut Ping table. Consonant of each Jyut 
Ping symbol of the Chinese terms is extracted. If there is no consonant in the 
Jyut Ping symbol, we extract the vowel instead. The next step is to convert 
the Jyut Ping symbols into pronounce-alike phonetic group symbols. This 
conversion can be done by simply looking up a table. Table 7.7 and Table 7.8 
show a full list of the Jyut Ping symbols to pronounce-alike group symbols 
mapping. Afterwards, the pronounce-alike phonetic group representations of 
the Jyut Ping consonants and vowels are obtained. 
English terms are processed by the phonetic transformation as described 
in Section 7.2.1. The English phonetic representation is then segmented into 
several parts based on the vowels depicted in Table 7.9. For example, the En-
glish phonetic representation of the word "father" is "faDR". As the symbol 
"a" is a vowel in the table, the phonetic representation of the word "father" 
becomes "fa" and "DR" after segmentation. By considering the consonant, 
the English phonetic representations are transformed into pronounce-alike 
phonetic group symbols according to Table 7.10. • 
Suppose we want to calculate the similarities between the Chinese term 
“科威特” which is pronounced in Cantonese and the English terms "Bush", 
"Kuwait" and "Saddam". Jyut Ping symbols of the Chinese term “科威特” 
are first obtained from the Jyut Ping table and "fol", "wail" and "dak6" 
are returned. By basically considering the consonant, "fol", "wail" and 
2The Jyut Ping table is called phrase box. It can be downloaded from 
h t t p : / / c p c t 9 2 . c i t y u . e d u . h k / 1 s h k / J y u t p i n g / . 
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caau3 命 ‘ 
caau4 巢 
caau4 IP 
Figure 7.5: Sample of the Jyut Ping table 
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Jyot Ping consonant Pronounce-alike phonetic group 
、、>：< ”:..:...-.丨”‘ ‘ . ：： . . 
^ P  
C C  
d, t t  
f f  
g，k k  
gw, kw kw 
h h  
j y  
1 1 
m m 
n, ng n  
s S  
w w 
z J 
Table 7.7: Jyut Ping consonants to pronounce-alike phonetic group symbols 
mapping 
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Jyut Ping vowel Pronounce-alike phonetic group 
aa, aan, aang, aap, aat a 
aai, ai Y 
aau, au W 
am, ang, ak A 
0, on, ong, ok c 
oi O  
OU o 
ung, uk U 
m m 
^ n  
Table 7.8: Jyut Ping vowels to pronounce-alike phonetic group symbols map-
ping 
Vowels determining the segmentation of the English phonetic representation 
i, u, I，e, E，•, a, c, o, U, u, Y, 0, W , R, x, A, z, S, s, Z  
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P R O N L E X pronunciation、” Pronounce-alike phonetic group 
‘ .-; symbols 、 
^ P  
d ^ t  
k, h h  
r,l 1 
G, n n  
S, s, Z s . 
All other consonant symbols Each symbol is associated with 
a unique group by itself 
Table 7.10: P R O N L E X pronunciation symbols to pronounce-alike phonetic 
groups mapping 
"dak6" are transformed into the pronounce-alike phonetic group symbols. 
After this process, "f", "w" and "t" are returned. W e perform phonetic 
transformation on English terms "Bush"，"Kuwait" and "Saddam" according 
to the method described in Section 7.2.1. Their phonetic representation are 
then transformed into pronounce-alike phonetic group symbols. The English 
term "Bush" becomes "p" and "s". The English term "Kuwait" becomes "h", 
"w" and "t" and the English term "Saddam" becomes "s", "x", "t" and "m". 
As there is no match between the pronounce-alike phonetic group symbols 
of the Chinese term “科威特” and the English term "Bush", the similarity 
between them is 0. For the Chinese term “科威特” and the English term 
"Kuwait", their second and third pronounce-alike phonetic group symbols 
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match one another. Their similarity is calculated as 
0 + ( l - ⑵ + ( 1 -罕） 
wCKuwait") = - — — — — ^ 
2 
— ~ — 
— 3 
= 0 . 6 7 
For the Chinese term “科威特” and the English term "Saddam", their third 
pronounce-alike phonetic group symbol matches one another. Their similar-
ity is calculated as 
, 、 0 + 0 + ( 1 - 字 ） 




= 0 . 2 5 
By comparing the above similarity scores, the Chinese term “科威特” 




Experiments on Bilingual Term 
Association Mining 
In this chapter, we first describe the experimental setup. Experimental re-
sults and discussions on both bilingual term association mining and phonetic 
matching are then presented. 
8.1 Experimental Setup 
Chinese and English online Web news is used as the input data. World news 
is downloaded from news Web sites as depicted in Table 8.1. There are 5,668 
English news and 4,515 Chinese news spanning the period of December 9 
2002 to April 15 2003. News downloaded from the Web sites CNN, News24, 
and United Nations Radio English News are English news. News downloaded 
from the Web sites China Daily, United Nations Radio Chinese News, and 
Zaobao.com are Chinese news encoded in GB2312 while news downloaded 
from Sing Tao is Chinese news encoded in BIG 5. All news articles are down-
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loaded automatically. 
News W e t site C N N  
tthth ‘ r• 
U R L .. :、、 http: //www. cnn. com 
、_-) )_*、 II — 
^ ~ - n 一 一 — 
News W e b site China Daily 
減 L : \ r - ‘ ： http://wwwl. chinadaily • com• cn/worldrep/index.html 
，：…考：、^、''I -
News W e b site United Nations Radio English News 
i > 5 
s 1. -v , ..I ：*.、 . ‘ 
U邱、、；二 ： http://www.un.Org/av/radio/news/latenews.lit:m 
•^i^f^、 > 广..,. —• • •丨  
News W e b site United Nations Radio Chinese News  
f 1' 
r 
U R L http://www.un.org/chinese/av/radio/latenews.htm 
^ i “ ‘ 
News W e b site Sing Tao 
U R L http://www.singtao.com/yesterday/int/index.htm 
？ News W e b site News24 
U R L http: //www. news24. coni/News24/World/Home/ 
News W e b site Zaobao.com 
U R L 丨 http://www.zaobao.com/special/realtime/news.htinl 
Table 8.1: News downloading W e b sites and the corresponding URLs 
Each news article is converted into the story representation as . described 
in Section 5.1. Each Chinese news is converted into the same encoding and 
undergoes the gloss translation process described in Section 5.2. Then an un-
supervised learning module described in Section 5.3 is conducted to discover 
comparable bilingual news. Paired bilingual term cognates are generated 
from event clusters according to the method mentioned in Section 6.1. W e 
use the paired bilingual term cognates to conduct experiments on discovering 
Chinese-to-English term associations. For location names and people names, 
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we generate named entity cognate pairs and perform phonetic matching to 
discover Chinese-to-English named entity associations. 
The output term association results are examined and evaluated manu-
ally. Unseen people names, location names, and newly invented terms can be 
evaluated effectively by this method. The performance is evaluated in terms 
of translation quality. Translation precision Pt of the term associations is 
defined in Equation 8.1. 
= (8.1) 
n * N 
where r is the rank of the correct English translation; n is the number of 
translation candidates of the Chinese term; and N is the number of Chinese 
term in the term association table. 
The threshold 9 in the comparable news discovery process controlling the 
granularity of the comparable multi-lingual news was varied. The higher the 
threshold, the more specific event is related to the comparable news. The 
parameters used in the term association mining algorithm were: pc was set to 
100; pe was set to 150; p^ was set to and 6 was set to 0.5^ . For discovering 
named entity associations, we varied the threshold 0 in the comparable news 
discovery process. The minimum frequency of Chinese term to be included 
in the association table was set to 5. -
ipc, pe and piu are defined in Section 5.3. 
2(Hs defined in Section 6.1. 
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8.2 Result and Discussion of Bilingual Term 
Association Mining Based on Co-occurrence 
News cluster threshold 6 
in comparable news Number of entries Translation precision 
discovery process 
0.45 38 0.461 
0.50 28 0.445 
0.55 23 0.467 
0.60 24 0.473 
0.65 15 0.598 
0.70 11 0.588 
0.75 9 0.454 
Table 8.2: The performance measured by translation precision of the discov-
ered term associations for the online W e b news 
Table 8.2 depicts the performance measured by the translation precision of 
the discovered term associations for the online W e b news. It shows that when 
more specific events are discovered, the number of discovered association re-
duces as expected. As the news cluster threshold 6 increases, the translation 
precision increases. The translation precision attains its maximum, 0.598, 
when the news cluster threshold is set to 0.65. Then the translation preci-
sion drops as the news cluster threshold increases. Table 8.3 depicts the term 
association table with news cluster threshold set to 0.65. The discovered term 
association tables show that newly invented term associations, such as the 
Chinese term “北約” and the English term "nato", the Chinese term “肺炎” 
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3 and the stemmed English term "sar" are correctly identified as translation 
pairs. 
Chinese terms || English term associations and the corresponding scores 
伊拉先 (iraq, 0.381143)，(iraqi, 0.169532), (u, 0.097210), 
(troop, 0.089342), (weapon, 0.089112), (u.s., 0.048412), 
(war, 0.046068), (prison, 0.045067), (peopl, 0.34113) 
(u, 0.170691), (iraqi, 0.121225), (hospit, 0.097330), 
(war, 0.089119), (weapon, 0.076709), (sar, 0.073082) 
巴格達 (baghdad, 0.095729), (report, 0.068741), (iraqi, 
0.064099), (attack, 0.057472), (u, 0.047766), (earlier, 
0.028785), (mondai, 0.028785), (oper, 0.028785), (2nd, 
0.028785), (wound, 0.028785), (rocket, 0.028785), (ac-
tion, 0.028785), (major, 0.028785), (brigad, 0.028785)， 
(kia, 0.028785), (birmingham, 0.028785), (armi, 
0.028785), (kill, 0.028785), (line, 0.028784), (biolog, 
0.028784)，(protect, 0.028784), (icrc, 0.028784)，(red 
cross, 0.028784), (truck, 0.028784), (found, 0.028773), 
(floor, 0.022629), (journalist, 0.022629), (di, 0.022629), 
(hotel, 0.022629) 
(bush, 0.127738), (iraq, 0.124844), (saddam, 0.094944), 
(u, 0.079854), (troop, 0.062863), (ultimatum, 
0.047473), (fore, 0.047473), (enter, 0.047473), (us-
led, 0.047473), (agent, 0.047471)，(vital, 0.047405), 
(role, 0.047405), (rebuild, 0.047405), (son, 0.047405), 
(attack, 0.047282), (presid, 0.035494) 
薩達姆 ( f o r e , 0 . 0 6 0 5 3 6 ) , ( s a d d a m , 0 . 0 4 8 7 8 0 ) , ( c h o l e r a , 
0.037290), (access, 0.037290), (popul, 0.037290), (epi-
dem, 0.037290), (humanitarian, 0.037290), (respira-
tori, 0.037290), (who, 0.037290), (risk, 0.037290), 
(disea, 0.037290), (great, 0.037290), (defeat, 0.037290), 
(confront, 0.037290), (congol, 0.037290), (port, 
0.037290), (ferri, 0.037290), (burundi； 0.037290), 
(rebel, 0.037290), (tikrit, 0.037290), (british, 0.037288), 
(volunt, 0.036538), (afp, 0.036538), (command,  
II 0.036538), (bodi, 0.036538), (turkei, 0.036030) 
3The short form of “非典型性肺炎”. 
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II (soldier, 0.088182)，(u, 0.072400), (helicopt, 0.058772), 
(british, 0.058772), (american, 0.058762), (rescu, 
0.058533), (offici, 0.042913), (iraqi, 0.041277), (air-
craft, 0.029396), (underground, 0.029396), (facil, 
0.029393), (renter, 0.029393), (poll, 0.029393), 
(percent, 0.029393) ，(hope, 0.029393), (arab, 
0.029393), (muslim, 0.029393), (imam, 0.029393), 
(show, 0.029393), (captur, 0.029393), (shield, 
0.029393), (chirac, 0.029374), (french, 0.029374), 
(polic, 0.029154), (prison, 0.026270), (baghdad, 
0.024103) 
聯合國 (iraq, 0.122412), (weapon, 0.102780), (un, 0.091340), 
(leader, 0.052606), (islam, 0.052606), (crash, 0.052606), 
(inspector, 0.052606), (issu, 0.052606)，(treatment, 
0.052606), (ali, 0.052606), (anthrax, 0.052591)，(de-
stroi, 0.052591), (agent, 0.052589), (u.n., 0.052549), 
(kuwait, 0.052546), (offici, 0.052364) 
(list, 0.121034)，(iraqi, 0.121034), (want, 0.121034), 
(annan, 0.121025)， (blair, 0.121014), (presid, 
0.121014)，(chirac, 0.120994), (french, 0.120994), 
(un, 0.031855) 
科威特 (iraq, 0.312728)，(iraqi, 0.073273), (troop, 0.070145), 
(mondai, 0.062022)， (", 0.062022), (inspector, 
0.062022)，(marin, 0.062022), (missil, 0.062022), 
(land, 0.062022), (kuwait, 0.062022), (vote, 0.057051), 
(resolut, 0.052650) 
(hong kong, 0.287009), (pneumonia, 0.099570), (famili, 
0.099570), (cancell, 0.099570), (flight，0.099570), (viru, 
0.099570), (disea, 0.089120), (sar, 0.068192),-(hospit, 
0.057828) 
敌利 (weapon, 0.053218), (symptom, 0.048952), (depart, 
0.048952), (case, 0.048952)，(build, 0.048952), (syria, 
0.048952), (nation, 0.048952), (london, 0.048952), (poi-
son, 0.048952), (ricin, 0.048952), (viru, 0.048952), 
(iran, 0.048952), (embassi, 0.048952), (facil, 0.048951), 
(found, 0.048947), (health, 0.043716), (hong kong, 
0.043099), (site, 0.042758), (fore, 0.038770), (report,  
0.036525、(U.S., 0.033559), (peopl, 0.023029) 
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(saddam, 0.101920), (enemi, 0.060365), (ground, 
0.060365), (advic, 0.060365), (land, 0.060365), (mil-
itari, 0.060351), (area, 0.060264), (aliv, 0.060264)， 
(ambul, 0.060264), (hussein, 0.060264), (suggest, 
0.060264), (inform, 0.060264), (left, 0.060264), (united 
states, 0.054507), (injur, 0.048740)，(fore, 0.039510), 
(troop, 0.031663) 
(weapon, 0.053218), (symptom, 0.048952), (depart, 
0.048952), (case, 0.048952), (build, 0.048952), (syria, 
0.048952), (nation, 0.048952), (london, 0.048952), (poi-
son, 0.048952), (ricin, 0.048952), (vim, 0.048952), 
(iran，0.048952), (embassi, 0.048952)，(facil, 0.048951), 
(found, 0.048947), (health, 0.043716), (hong kong, 
0.043099), (site, 0.042758), (fore, 0.038770), (report, 
0.036525), ( U . S . , 0.033559), (peopl, 0.023029) 
"If® (militari,""0.095060),(troop,0.046148),(offici, 
0.036108), (intern, 0.031702), (castro, 0.031702), 
(cuba, 0.031702), (crash, 0.031701), (helicopt, 
0.031701), (fund, 0.031701), (block, 0.031701), (monei, 
0.031701), (propo, 0.031701), (visit, 0.031701), (vic-
tori, 0.031701), (u.s., 0.031676), (kuwait, 0.031636), 
(u.n., 0.031614), (attack, 0.031492), (polic, 0.031466), 
(turkei, 0.031173), (camp, 0.025901), (lacei, 0.025901), 
(tent, 0.025901), (grenad, 0.025901), (charg, 0.025901), 
(abandon, 0.025901), (surround, 0.025901), (produc, 
0.025901), (camouflag，0.025901), (complex, 0.025901), 
(plant, 0.025901) 
(war,0.074165),(report,0.067286),(command, 
0.059927), (dai, 0.059927), (call, 0.059927)-, (peac, 
0.059927), (pope, 0.059927), (iran, 0.059927), (missil, 
0.059927), (central command, 0.059921), (spokesper-
son, 0.059921), (deni, 0.059921), (shot, 0.059921), 
( U . S . , 0.059903), (offici, 0.059683), (aircraft, 0.048531), 
(prison, 0.031259) 
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II (peopl, 0.085267), (citi, 0.070566), (refug, 0.067831), 
(open, 0.067831), (expect, 0.067831), (border, 
0.067831), (neighbor, 0.067831), (region, 0.067831), 
(live, 0.067831), (attack, 0.067830), (u.n., 0.067754), 
(north, 0.062753), (wednesdai, 0.054978), (iraqi, 
II 0.048568)，(U.S., 0.038025), (baghdad, 0.029444) 
Table 8.3: Term association table with name cluster 
threshold set to 0.65 
According to Table 8.2，only up to 60% translation accuracy is obtained 
by the bilingual term association mining algorithm. Recall that our mining 
algorithm takes the result of comparable news discovery as input. If errors 
occur in the comparable news discovery process, the performance of the bilin-
gual term association mining would be greatly affected. The followings are 
some possible errors occured in the comparable news discovery process. 
1. Term extraction error 
Texts are wrongly extracted from the news content as terms. English 
texts, such as "u", ""“ and "us-led" are wrongly identified as terms. 
The major error on Chinese terms is caused by the word segmentation 
process which cannot identify the word boundaries correctly. For exam-
ple, the word segmentation process cannot identify the word boundary 
of the Chinese term “大使館”.This Chinese term is segmented as “大” 
and “‘使馆”. 
2. Wrongly discovered comparable news cluster 
Bilingual news which is not comparable is wrongly placed into the same 
news cluster. For example, bilingual news with titles “後勤保障拖後 
腿，美最早一月底或二月初對伊開戰”，"U.S. ready to talk with N. 
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Korea", "U.S. leaves door open to N. Korea", “北韓威嚇美國將變 
成火海”，“美國倒薩大軍有望超過數百萬，遠遠高於布什預期” 
and “俄介入調停北韓危機” are wrongly grouped into the same news 
cluster. 
3. Missing translation candidates 
Though comparable news can be correctly discovered, translation can-
didates still cannot be found in the term cognates. For example, 
among the translation candidates "kill", "peopl", "pakistan", "recent", 
"mosqu", "attack", "hostag", "berlin", "bu", "afghanistan", "hospit", 
"bomb" and "womb", we cannot find the correct translation of the 
Chinese term “分子”. 
4. Low term frequencies 
Term frequencies of some terms are too low. This decreases the perfor-
mance of the term association mining algorithm so as the translation 
precisions of the term associations. 
5. Other errors 
Chinese terms such as “美英” and “聯軍” are short forms of com-
pounded Chinese terms. English translations of these terms are always 
broken into sub-terms which make the correct translations difficult to 
discover. Besides, news is downloaded from different locations, such 
as the United States, Hong Kong, Singapore, and China. Frame of 
references on reporting the news are therefore different. 
To study the effect of these errors on our bilingual term associations min-
ing, we attempt to fix the above errors. W e manually remove those Chinese 
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entries which are wrongly identified as terms and those Chinese terms with 
missing candidates from the term association tables. Their performances 
measured by translation precision are shown in Table 8.4. It shows that the 
translation precisions significantly increase after term extraction error and 
missing candidate error are fixed manually. Translation precision attains its 
maximum value, 0.818, when news cluster threshold is set to 0.75. How-
ever, when the news threshold increases, the translation precision does not 
increase. It may due to the intervention caused by the removal of noisy 
terms. 
News cluster threshold 9 
in comparable news Number of entries Translation precision 
discovery process 
0.45 23 0.765 
0.50 17 0.742 
0.55 15 0.716 
0.60 16 0.681 
0.65 11 0.815 
0.70 9 0.718 
0.75 5 0.818 
Table 8.4: The performance measured by translation precision of the discov-
ered term associations after fixing term extraction error and missing trans-
lation candidate error 
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8.3 Result and Discussion of Phonetic Match-
ing 
News cluster threshold 6 
in comparable news Number of entries Translation precision 
discovery process 
0.45 87 0.389 
0.50 54 0.415 
0.55 40 0.445 
0.60 35 0.439 
0.65 30 0.407 
0.70 20 0.567 
0.75 12 0.750 
Table 8.5: The performance measured by translation precision of the discov-
ered named entity associations 
Table 8.5 depicts the performance measured by translation precision of 
the discovered named entity associations by using the phonetic matching 
algorithm. It shows that the number of entries decreases as the news cluster 
threshold increases. The translation precision attains its maximum value, 
0.75 when the news cluster threshold is set to 0.75. Figure 8.6 depicts the 
discovered named entity association table when the news cluster threshold 
is set to 0.75. The table shows that correct translations of the Chinese 
named entities are always at the top rank. By using phonetic matching 
algorithm, term associations, such as “巴格達” and "Baghdad"； “鮑威爾” 
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and "Powell"; “候赛因” and "Hussein"; “卡塔爾” and "Qatar"; “唐家旋” 
and "Tang Jiaxuan"; “布什” and "Bush"; “薩達姆” and "Saddam";"布 
利克斯” and "Blix"; “塔吉克斯坦” and "Tajikistan"; “桑給巴爾” and 
"Zanzibar"; “塞浦路斯” and "Cyprus"; “特拉維夫” and "Tel Aviv" are 
correctly identified as translation pairs. 
Chinese named English term associations and the corresponding scores 
entites  
香港 (hong kong, 0.59), (hk, 0.10), (Singapore, 0.09) 
科威特 (kuwait, 0.32), (baghdad, 0.08), (iraq, 0.07) 
美國 (iraq, 0.23), (congo, 0.10), (colin powell/O.lO), (bagh-
dad, 0.08), (kuwait, 0.07) 
(iraq, 0.56), (tommy franks, 0.25), (geneva, 0.09), (hiro  
ueki, 0.07) 
卡塔爾 (qatar, 0.37), (baghdad, 0.07), (kuwait, 0.06)，(iraq,  
伊拉克 _ (imq，0.49) 
英國 (iraq, 0.42), (congo, 0.11), (baghdad, 0.07), (colin pow-
ell, 0.06) 
巴格達 (baghdad, 0.26), (iraq, 0.12)，(bush, 0.08), (qatar, 
0.08), (kuwait, 0.06) 
t 國 (congo, 0.22), (qatar, 0.14), (sheikh, 0.09), (kuwait,  
^  
鮑威爾 (powell, 0.19), (Washington, 0.12)，（blair, 0.10), (bush, 
0.09), (colin powell, 0.07)，(bangkok, 0.06) 
-布什 一 (bush, 0.64)，(bangkok, 0.09), (gabon, 0.05) 
薩達姆 (saddam, 0.25), (hussein, 0.19), (us, 0.09), (qatar, 0.09) 
Table 8.6: Discovered named entity association table 
when the news cluster threshold is set to 0.75 
Though up to 75% of translation accuracy is obtained by the phonetic 
matching algorithm, translation precisions of news cluster thresholds which 
are below 0.65 are less than 0.5. Recall that our mining algorithm takes the 
result of comparable news discovery as input. If errors occur in the compara-
ble news discovery process, the performance of the bilingual term association 
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mining would be greatly affected. The followings are some possible errors 
occured in the comparable news discovery process. 
1. Named entity extraction error 
Some terms which are not location names and people names are wrongly 
identified as named entities by the named entity identifier. English 
terms, such as "city", "supervision", "kill", "full" and "bay" are wrongly 
identified as translation candidates. Chinese terms, such as “斯”，“於”， 
“發言人”，“軍方"，“附近，，，“鄰國”，“市内” and “美軍” are wrongly 
identified as translation entries. This error increases both the number 
of translation entry and the number of translation candidate. Trans-
lation precisions of the named entity association therefore significantly 
decrease. 
2. Translations of some named entities are not governed by pro-
nunciation 
The phonetic matching algorithm is based on the assumption that 
translations of some named entities such as people names and location 
names are governed by pronunciation. Translations of those named 
entities which are not governed by pronunciation cannot be discovered 
by this method. Therefore, we cannot find the translations of Chinese 
terms “朝鮮半島”，“漢城”，“中東”，“歐洲大陸”，“太平洋”，“地中 
海”，“東帝改”，etc. 
3. Wrongly discovered comparable news cluster 
Bilingual news which is not comparable is wrongly put into the same 
news cluster. This error is the same as the one in bilingual term asso-
ciation mining. 
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4. Missing translation candidates 
Though comparable news can be correctly discovered, translation can-
didates still cannot be found in the named entity cognate pairs. For ex-
ample, among the translation candidates "baghdad", "iraq", "united" 
and "Washington", correct translation of the Chinese location name 
“五角大樓” cannot be found. 
To study the effect of these errors on our phonetic matching algorithm 
mining, we attempt to fix the above errors. W e manually remove those Chi-
nese named entities with missing translation candidates from the named en-
tity association tables. Their performances measured by translation precision 
are shown in Table 8.7. It shows that the number of entry decreases as the 
news cluster threshold increases. After missing translation candidate error is 
fixed manually, over 80% translation accuracy is obtained. The translation 
precision increases as the news cluster threshold increases. When the news 
cluster threshold is set to 0.75, the translation precision obtains its maximum 
value and 100% translation accuracy is obtained. This result shows phonetic 
matching can find translations of location names and people names which 
are governed by pronunciation effectively. 
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News cluster threshold 0 
in comparable news Number of entries Translation precision 
discovery process 
0.45 41 0.828 
0.50 27 0.830 
0.55 21 0.848 
0.60 18 0.854 
0.65 14 0.872 
0.70 12 0.945 
0.75 9 1.000 
U  
Table 8.7: The performance measured by translation precision of the dis-




Conclusions and Future Work 
9.1 Conclusions 
In this thesis, we have investigated two problems dealing with bilingual texts, 
namely, cross-lingual information retrieval (CLIR) and bilingual term asso-
ciation mining. Both problems involve resolving ambiguity and uncertainty. 
9.1.1 CLIR 
W e have developed a generic cross-lingual retrieval framework which exploits 
contexts for query translation. Both query contexts and document contexts 
are considered in the query translation process. Co-occurrence statistics from 
different granularity of passages are considered. W e employed query term 
weighting scheme to reflect the relative importance of each query term based 
on corpus statistics to handle short queries. Extensive experiments have 
been conducted on a large-scale parallel corpus enabling comparative studies 
for English-to-Chinese cross-lingual retrieval as well as Chinese-to-English 
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cross-lingual retrieval. 
The experimental results show that considering contexts and query term 
weighting help improve the query translation quality for information re-
trieval tasks. W e also investigate cross-lingual retrieval of automated sum- “ 
maries which are generated via an automatic summarization method known 
as M E A D . Similar behaviors are observed for summary retrieval. In some 
situations, cross-lingual summary retrieval performance is comparable with 
cross-lingual retrieval on full-length documents. 
9.1.2 Bilingual Term Association Mining 
For bilingual term association mining, co-occurrence statistics and proba-
bility theory have been used to discover bilingual term associations. W e 
used W e b online news to discover comparable multi-lingual news automati-
cally. Event detection is used to analyze the news content. News with the 
same event is grouped together to form event clusters. In each cluster, multi-
lingual news from different sources can be regarded as comparable news. The 
discovered comparable news is then used to generate multi-lingual term cog-
nates. A text mining algorithm based on statistical analysis of co-occurrence 
has been developed for mining multi-lingual term associations from the term 
cognates. For people names and geographical location names, a phonetic 
matching algorithm has been developed to find term associations based on 
pronunciation. 
W e have demonstrated our approach on English and Chinese bilingual 
online news from several W e b sites spanning the period of December 9 2002 
to April 15 2003. W e attempt to discover Chinese-to-English term associa-
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tions. The output term association results have been examined and evaluated 
manually. Translation precision is defined to evaluate the term association 
performance in terms of translation quality. The experimental results showed 
that our bilingual term association mining algorithm can obtain up to 60% 
accuracy. Some possible errors occurs in the comparable news discovery 
process were found. After term extraction error and missing translation 
candidate error were fixed manually, our mining algorithm can obtain up 
to 82% translation accuracy. For people names and geographical location 
names, phonetic matching algorithm was used to discover the term associa-
tions. The experimental results show that the phonetic matching algorithm 
can obtain up to 75% accuracy. Translation performance was improved after 
the missing translation candidate error which occurred in comparable news 
discovery process was fixed manually. Up to 100% translation accuracy can 
be obtained. 
9.2 Future Work 
There are several directions for extending our work in the future. 
• CLIR ‘ 
1. The query translation model can be incorporated with bilingual 
lexicon which is automatically generated from the parallel corpus 
so as to increase the quality of the query term translation. 
2. The context-based technique used in query translation can be ex-
plored to other cross-language task such as multi-lingual event 
discovery. 
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• Bilingual Term Association Mining 
1. Part-of-speech technique can be employed during the term associ-
ation mining process. Each term in the downloaded news articles 
is tagged with a part-of-speech tag. Part-of-speech information of 
each term is kept in the term cognates. During the term associa-
tion mining process, term in one language can only be associated 
with the terms in another language with the same part-of-speech. 
2. Linguistic processing such as coreferencing can be employed dur-
ing discovering named entity associations. 
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Appendix A 
Original English Queries 
List of all original English queries used for English-to-Chinese cross-lingual 
retrieval. 
1. traffic safety enforcement 
2. flower shows 
3. autumn and sports carnivals 
4. museums exhibits hours 
5. narcotics rehabilitation 
6. intellectual Property Rights 
7. meetings with foreign leaders 
8. fire safety building management concerns 
9. battle against disc piracy • 
10. flu results in Health Controls 
11. housing amendment bill brings assorted improvements ‘ 
12. improving employment opportunities 
13. illegal immigrants 
14. natural disaster victims aided 
15. customs staff doing good job 
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16. permits for charitable fundraising 
17. year 2000 readiness 
18. health education for youngsters 
19. public health concerns cause food business closings 




Manual translated Chinese 
Queries 
List of all Chinese queries manually translated from original English queries 
used for Chinese-to-English cross-lingual retrieval. 
1 .實施交通安全 
2 .花卉展覽 
3 . 中 秋 及 康 體 嘉 年 華 




8 . 防 火 意 識 大 廈 管 理 ‘ 
9 .打擊盜版光碟活動 
1 0 .流感結果醫護控制 
1 1 . 房 屋 修 訂 條 例 草 案 帶 來 各 樣 的 改 善 
1 2 .增加就業機會 
1 3 .非法入境者 
1 4 .天災受害者援助 
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• 
1 5 .海關人員表現出色 
1 6 .許可慈善的萋款活動 
1 7 .解決公元二千年問題 
1 8 .青年衛生敎育 
1 9 . 公 眾 衛 生 關 注 使 食 店 關 閉 
2 0 .海關打擊走私未完税香煙行動 
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Appendix C 
Pronunciation symbols used by 
the PRONLEX Lexicon 
PRONLEX symbol EXAMPLES 
i heed, heat, he 
I hid, hit 
e aid, hate, hay 
E head, bet 
@ had, hat 
a hod, hot 
c law, awe 
0 hoed, oats, owe 
‘ U could, hood 
u who'd, hoot, who 
Y hide, height, high 
0 Boyd, boy . 
W how'd, out, how 
R father(2)； herd, hurt, her 
X data (2); 






























Initial Letter-to-Phoneme Tags 
The initial letter-to-phoneme tags used by the transformation-based error-
driven learning method. 
English letter PRONLEX pronunciation symbols with the 
most likely tag at the leftmost 
_ end 
a A, E, I, W, Y, a, c, e, i, o, x, end 
b b, end, bx, by 
c k, s, y, z, end, C, S, kx, h 
d d, J, t, end, dx 
e end, Eg, E, I， 0, R, Y, a, e, i, o, s, x, y, Ig 
‘ end 
f f, end, fx, E 
g end, G, J, gx, Z, f, g, h, n 
h end, E, H, R, S, W, a, e, h, r, u, w 
i I, E, R, Y, i, X , y, end, ly 
j J, end, I, Z, h, w, y 
k k, kx, g, h, n, end 
1 1, E, Y, end 
. end 
m m, E, M, mx, my, n, x, end 
n n, E, G, I, N, end 
0 0， A, E, I, N, 0, R, end, U, W, a, c, u, w, x, xw 
p p, n, s, t, px, end, Y, f 
q k, end 
r r, Rt, rx, end, R, a 
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English letter PRONLEX pronunciation symbols with the 
most likely tag at the leftmost 
s s, E, S, Z, zx, sx, z, end 
t t, tx, A, C, D, E, I, R, S, U, W, Y, a, c, d, e, 
i, 0, r , u, w, X , z, end 
u A, y, end, yU, yu, yx, E, I, R, U, a, u, w, x 
V V , f , end 
w w, H, d, end, h, r, u, v 
X ks, S, z, Eks, kS, end 
y i, wY, end, E, I， Y, x, y 
z z, zi, end, zx, Z, i, s, t 
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Appendix E 
English Sounds with their 
Chinese Equivalents 
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